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I.  t:R1 on
suggestiOnS for  0:;mm"..1  aat:lon em mtellite 
am. oe.b1e 
On 3 Ootober 1989 the Council adopted D:1.reotive  89/662/EEr:,  the
Television witboot Frontiers" D:Lreotive. In its f:imJ. form the
Directive depa.1'ted.from the  COJrvni 001 on  or:Lg:imJ. proposaJ.. a.m from
Parliament' s opinion. in that it did DOt inol'Ude a. chapter on
copyright. On 21 Februa.1y 1990 the Commission in its Conuuunication
on Audiovis1Ja.l Policy (o:t-i(90) 78 finaJ., 21 Februa.1y 1990) a1:Jse:twYed:
The legal framework establ i  by the D:LreotivehaS still to be
amplifiai on the question of copyright. At a. time wb8n oross-
frontier  haS. as a resu1 t of technology. become a
reaJ.ity a.m. by J.egi81ation, a free rig'ht, this exeroise must be
aocampaniai by an effective proteotion of oopyrig'ht in a.11 the
Member States in order that the holders of such rights :may :benefit
f'u11y from the Europea.n  dimenSion of  broad.oastiDg. "
Fail.:i.Dg a Cammu:nity approaab., the Commission want on, the European
aud1ovisuaJ. area would be set up sole! Y on the :basis of those legal
opportunities which a.re left open, to the detriment of artistic
creation in Europe.
2. The Commission a.ocord.iIlgly inteOOs to propose Conuuunity "ruJ.es of the
game" for copyright which take a.ccount of the peed to ma.:l.ntain a
haJ..a;ooe between the various interests involvai a.m to fa.c11i tate the
~ement of copyright am. DeighbouriDg rights on a European sca.le.
The measures the COmmission a.re suggestiDg would essentia.11y be
conce:rned wi th :
(a) satellite hroadoastiDg am
(b) ca.b1e distribution of programmes.- 2-
The measu.res tban8elves a.m the :reasoniDg  roe"" TId them a:re ex:pJ.a.:I.Ded
in :more detail below.
3 . The purpose Of this disausSion paper is to aJ.1ow 8. prooess of
OQ11SU1tation, with aJ.1 interested parties M1Dg able to lIIake
sW:m1.ssioDS pu.tt1Dg forwa;rd their views.
II. Why is  ~'m"
ty eotiem  ~ess!l:ryl
4. The  Comm"se1 on feels tb&t oopy.r:t.g'ht in  requires action
DtN  :because of its inIporta.1:Joe to the process of Europea.n integration.
The role it is playiDg a.moan play is DOt cm1y an ecxmom1o one :but
haS sooia1, cultural a.m. political 1mplicatioDs as well.
6. The 1Bst few years bave seen aooelera.ted. growth in satellite a.n1
reoeiv:LDg equipnent teohDO1ogy. At the same t1ma satellite Qbanne1s
bave been set up in severa1 l4em'ber states which broadOaSt 0Vf1I:
mu.1 ti.D8.ticma1 territories a.m. aJ.1ow 1nU. viduaJ. reception of their
programmes. ~ight law haS DOt kept a.bt'eaSt of theSe
deYe1opuents . The teabnioal rea1i ty of  orofIS  satellite
footpr:lnt is DOt 8J.wa.ys easy to reoonoi1e with legal ocmcepts, 'Whiab
are essentia.11y  nat1~. COpyright legislation is silent on the
problem of exploitation of copyright 
:In a Eu.ropea.n audiovisual a.rea..
It is not yet  est,a1)1" RbAd. which rights a satellite  broadcaSter must
acquire if the satellite footprint covers several Member states. 
The
legal uncertainty :here ruDB directly counter to the free movement of
television programmes in the COmmu.nity. The a:bseOOe of groum rules
aJ.so threatens the interests of right 0WDerS; the use of their works
my be prevented. by the 1nU.v:LduaJ. holders of emlusive rights j,n the
different Member States; or their works my be used witbDut any
adequate remuneration.- 3-
6. Simu.1 ta.neous , unaJ.terai am. u:na.br:l!lgai retra.t1SP!1 sston of programmes
by oable is  sint:ll a:rly ba.m,pered. in some respects by the legal
unoerta.inty oa.usEd by the  "TVJhi 1 " ty of oapyright law to deaJ. with the
specifio problems of retr&1J8lllission aaross borders.
III. '!be  for pr1.1IBrf mte1l1te  am for
oab1e  Rei on
(a) General
7 . For copyright purposes a distinction haS to be drawn between
pr:1.mary broadcastiDg a.m the .s:I.muJ. taneous . umJ. terai a.m
umbr:l!lgai retra.DSmission of programmes by cab.le. In a prima.1:y
broadcast thebroad.oaster h.1Jnse1f  deo1des the composition of the
programme. a.m will inol'Ude  ODly  works for which be bas already
seourai the  broadoastiDg rights.
In ca.b1e retrlJ:r\FnII"~" on. on the other bani. the oa.ble operator
oaJIDDt makeup his programmes on the basis of a portfolio of
rights which be bas aoquirai beforeba.OO.. The oa.bleoperator can
d.eo:1.de ODly whether be wants to retra.nsm:Lt the pr1Ina.ry  broadcas
in f'u11 or DOt at all.
(b) PrimaJ:y sate1li te  broadoa.9tiDg
8 . The measures e:tNisagai are based. on three priooiples.
Any satellite broad08St origina.tiDg in a Cammuni ty Member State
must :be regarded as an act of broadoastiDg for copyright
purposes, regaxd1ess of the tecbnology used, once it constitutes
comrm.m:ication to thepublio. As far as copyright law is
oo:noerDed. therefore, the teabDioal distinction between d.ireot
broadoa.stiDg satellites am. other satellites must be OQDSiderai
obsolete .- 4-
The right to :i::xroadoaSt oopyright workS am. other protected
:mated.a.l wouJ.d have to be aoquired. only in the oountIy 
esta.b.'l.iSh1Dt of the1:n'oadoaster.  When the! negotiate the grant
of  rights the pa.rties oouJ.d take into aooount the
11IJItiber of  viewerS  rea.obB:i or  ~1e by the :i::xroadoaSt in the
whole of the satellite footprint. The 
of  satellite
s1.gDal8 by a. 1:n'oadoaster 
who is  estab'" ~6'I- outside the COmmunity
will continue to be QD1usivly governed by the  mtiona.1 oopyright
laws. Those ndg'ht , if necessary, select 8. different point 
ref erenoe .
AdeqUate proteotion of copyright, a.m 
of  the DeigbbouriDg rights
of  performers, prodl.1Oel'S of pbDnogr&DS a.m brQadoaSterS, must be
secured by mea.ns of a m:L:n:l.mum level of  ha'rmOIrl. 'lati on of the rules
in force in the Member StateEJ. The  poss:J bi1 " ty of 8. legal lioeDSe
for satellite brQadoaSts must be ex.o1udEd. '!'his shouJd  ensure
'tbat the interests  of  right owners are safegu&Tded. DO matter in
Which  State the 1:n'oadoaster :may be  estab", Ahfrl
(0) Simu.1 ta.neous , unaJ. tered a.m una.briClgai oa.b1e retra.nsm1 ss1
9. The CammiSSion proposaJ.s can be summed up in four pr1roj,p1es..
Ca.b1e retr8JJSItlisSion Of a programme from another Member State
ocmstitutes use of the work for copyright purposes. The oa.ble
operator must therefore have the authorization 
of  the owners 
aJ.1 rights in any pa;rt of the programme.
Suab. authorization shm11d be aoquired. on a contraotuaJ. :basiS.
It shouJd be posslliLe for such rig'hts to be mamgai collectively
to the extent that this is made necessary by the speo1fio
features  of  oa.b1e ratra;nsm:Lss1on. There shouJd be a. COmmunity- 5-
measure to ensure that the SIOOOth operation of oo11eotive agreements is not
brought to a halt  by  the opposition of the owners of iniividual rights in
sections of the prog:r&'lllJlE) to be ratransmi tted. .
As oe.b1e operators would be able to a.oqu.ire the ~on
r1gh ts on1 Y 'tbrough management sooieties, the sooieties WOU1d
:ba.ve 8. legal IIICXDOpOly. Su.pp1ementary measu.res WOU1d tberefore be
needed to ease Degotia,tion. TheSe WOU1d provide for 8. voluntary
OODOi 1 i ation  ~i!;IID am. a. JDeQba.nism for 8.voiding a.1xIse of the
monopoly position. '1bB latter WOU1d merely ensure that
DegotiatiOPS oou1d DOt be held up  by  emessive deman'Is or
ocmdi tiops which might CODSti tute abuse; however, it WOU1d DOt
establish the amount of remuDe1'8.tion due. Tha.t WOU1d be a matter
entirely for the parties. The measures would fa.c11itate
Degotiation between right owners azdoe.b1eoper8.tors witboot
~ 11 i ng in question the purely OonuaotuaJ. :na. ture of t.be
acquisition of oe.b1e rights.
IV. '!be next step
10. The Commission :bopes that this disouSSion paper will provide a
:basis for publio debate in which aJ.1 interested parties will have
a. aba.roe to  &.j;J.tess their views. In pu.ttiDg these suggestiOPS
forwa.rd the Commission has sought to give 8. olear iniication of
the main fea'til.1:resof the policy which should in its opinion be
adopted  by  the Conuuuni ty . The .oontent of theproposa.'l for a
Direotive will depet'd on the respcmse to the disausSion paper.BROADCASTING AND COPYRIGHT IN THE I NTERNAL MARKET
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1 . ntroduct!on
1 . The communication from the Commission to the Council and Parliament on
audiovisual pollcy1 of 21 February 1990 .set out the framework for
overall action In the audiovisual field. The Commission stated that
the pr lor I ty object I veas regards combat Ing the weaknesses of the
European audiovisual sector was to overcome the current fragmentation
of the market and to establish an area without borders, In which , In
particular, free movement In television broadcasts Is ensured.
To achieve this objective will require supplementary copyright rules
In addition to the Council Directive on the .coordlnatlon of certain
provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action 
Member states concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting
actlvltles. Such rules must ensure that protection Is as effective
as possible and that authors are justly remunerated In all
Member States. At the same time, Investment In promoting creativity
and cross-border programme transmission Is to be encouraged and the
associated risks, to the extent that they derive from uncertainty as
to the law, heterogeneous nat I ona I ru I es or a degree of market
fragmentat Ion no longer acceptab Ie In the common market, are to be
minimized as far as possible.
COM(90) 78 final.
Loc. cit., p. 12.
89/552/EEC, OJ No L 298, 17 October 1989, p. 23.
COM(90) 78 final , p. 17.- 2 -
The Commission Is assuming that the changes sought In the rules on the
transmission of programmes via satel I Iteand cable must give equal
consideration to the sometimes conflicting Interests of the Individual
parties Involved. Only In this way can a consensus be worked out, a
consensus which Is absolutely essential If a European audiovisual area
Is to be created.
1.4 For this reason, the Commission sees the discussIon Initiated by this
paper , which Is to lead to a proposal for a Directive early In 1991
not as a renewed attempt to put over Ideas already rejected In the
discussion of the "Television without Frontiers " Green Paper6 and the
subseQuent I y adopted Direct Ive on the pursuit of broadcast I ng
activities (the "Television without Frontiers" Directive). Rather,
the concern now must be through the Introduct Ion Of support Ing
measures to safeguard and supplement the acquisition of rights to
simultaneous, unaltered and unabridged retransmission of programmes
(secondary broadcasting) via cable, which In practice has since been
largely organized through collective agreements. This wi I I promote
cross-border cable retransmission and underpin the European
audlov I sua I area.
No rules for the retransmission Of programmes by technical means other
t hancabl e are here proposed: such theoret I ca I I Y conce I vab I e forms 
retransmission either do not occur In practice or are of little
Importance at the present time.
The system of regulation aimed at will, above all, Include the primary
broadcasting of programmes via satel lite (the need to cover this
aspect In Community law was not acknowledged In the Green Paper). The
rapidly growing number of satellites used for programme transmission,
the Introduction of medium-power and direct broadcast satel lites and
Improved aerial technology, which Is making good-quality Individual
COM (90) 78 f i na I
, p.
COM(84) 300 final, 14 June 1984.- 3 -
recept Ion Increasingly attract Ive, means that asolut Ion which 
confined simply to cable retransmission wou.ld be Incomplete.
1.7 Regulation for the Community will , moreover , have to be consistent
with the territoriallY wider design currently being discussed In the
Council of Europe as a supplement to the European Convent Ion on
TranSfrontler Television. The objectives of the Community are
different. because they a 1m at creat I ng the common market. The
Commission Is trying to fulfil this obligation by stepping up
copyr Ight protect Ion, promot Ing cross-border transmission of
programmes and, hence, creat I ng the Intended aud lov I sua I area.
1.8 As an Initial ,step along this path, the discussion paper first
summarizes the position In current national and International law
taking account of the lega.! principles affected by the cross-border
transmission of programmes (section 2). This Is followed by a survey
of the economic interests and acqulsitlon-of-rlghts practice to date
(section 3): the continuing difficulties in the latter area will
determine the scope of Community legislation In this field. 
section 4 . the Commission sets down the principles for Its proposed- 4 -
legislative solutions, which are again summarized In the closing
sect Ion of the paper (sect (on 5). ThelUeasures proposed In th I s paper
do not prejudice further Communi ty act Ion (n the field of copyr Ight.
International and national copyright
Rights affected by satellite transmission
Copyr Ight
1 . A thorough survey of the national laws and International treaty I~w
affected by the broadc~stlng and retr~nsmlsslon of works and
performances protected by copyr Ight was given In Part 6, C
(p. 300 ff. ) of the "Television without Frontiers" Green paper7 to
wh I ch the reader Is referred. For this reason. what
fo Hows s Imp I y recap I tu I ates the I aws I nvol ved, add Ing a postscr Ipt
where nat lona I I aws have been amended subsequent I y.
Article llbl$ (1)(1) of the Revised Berne Convention on the
protection of literary and artistic works (RBC) In the Brussels
version. by which or by whose subsequent versions all Member States
are bound, grants copyright owners the exclusive right of
authorizing wireless radio-diffusion (primary transmissions). The
principle applies to both terrestrial and satellite broadcasting.
Under Article 11bIS(2). It Is to be a matter for the countries of
the Union to determine the conditions under which the right
mentioned may be exercised, without prejudice to the 
moral right of
the author or to his right to obtain equitable remuneration.
COM(84) 300 final, 14 June 1984.- 5 -
The application of Article 11bIS(1) RBC to the transmission of
protected works via satellites raises a series of questions,
however.
Since the notion of broadcasting presupposes that programme signals
can- be received by the public, a distinction has hitherto been
drawn , as regards satellite programme transmission, between the
broadcasting of protected works by communications and direct
satellite. While the latter operate at relatively high power over
frequencies provided under International telecommunications law for
recept Ion by the pub II c and the I r sl gna I s can be rece I ved by the
public directly, the former transmit signals at much lOwer power
over frequencies which the public, under telecommuh.lcatlons law, Is
not allowed to receive.7a Although these signals were at first
beamed on I y to the head-ends of cab I e networks, the I r ind I v I dua I
reception has now become affordable as a result of Improved aerial
technology and Is being allowed by natl.onal telecommunications
authorities to an increasing extent.7b Recently, medium-power
sate III tes have appeared on the scene; these cont I nue to use
telecommunications frequencies but their signals can also be
re.celved directly without any difficulty In large parts of their
footprint. Nevertheless, this dlr.ect reception of programme
signals transmitted via communications satellites has hitherto not
come within the scope of copyright law. and the distinction
hitherto made In telecommunications law has continued to be applied
for copyr. ght purposes. Accord I ng I y, on Iy the broadcast I ng of
programme signals via direct satellite Is considered as a
communication of a work to the public for the purposes of
copyright, but not transmission via communications satellite;
the latter case, only the subsequent retransmission of the
programme signals via cable networks Is relevant for
7a See the International Telecommunications Convention and Article 1 para 37 of the
Radio Regulations.
7b See Chapter 3 of the Satellite Communications Greenpaper , to be published 
Au tumn 1990.1.7
- 6 -
copyright purposes. In contra$t to what happen$ when slgnal$
eml t ted by direct sate III te are fed I nto a network, cab I.
retransml$$lon $eems therefore to be comparable not to wlreles$
transmission but to a primary tran$mlsslon by wire, against which
authors are protected by Article 11(1)(1) of the Brussels Revision,
and Articles 11ter(1)(II), 14(1)(11) and 14bIS(2)(b) of the
Par Is Revision, of the Berne Convent Ion.
The quest Ion whether a un I form approach to the sate III te
transmls.slon of protected works Is discernible for copyright
purposes. cover Ing both uplink and downlink and Including any
conversion on the satellite Itself , or whether some of these
operations require special authorization for copyright purposes has
been answered on var lous occas Ions In var lous ways.
Which copyright applle. to the transmission of programmes via
direct satellite has not yet been clarified. Since an author, by
virtue of the principle of territoriality, Is In fact entitled to a
bundle of territorially limited copyrlght$ In respect of all those
countr les where he enjoys pr.otect Ion, a user of protected works
must be granted a right of use for each country In which he
performs a relevant act of use for copyright purposes. With
convent lonal terrestr lal broadcast lng, such a relevant act of use
Is generally acknowledged to be carried out In the country In which
the broadcast originates; the - sometimes not Inconsiderable -
spillover of the broadcast signals Into ne.lghbourlng countries has
been neg lected as I rrelevant for copyr Ight purposes.
According to this approach the transmission of programmes via
direct broadcasting $ateilite would only be subject to an
author Izat Ion by the right owners In the broadcast Ing country and
not by the right owners In the countries of reception. This can 
just I f led on the ground that as regards copyr Ight only the act- 7 -
of transmission Is relevant and the direct satellite must simply be
cons I dered an ex tended aer I a I In space. whereas In a II other
countries reception Is simply free of copyright.
A more recent view, however , Is that the relevant act of use for
copyright purposes In the transmission of programmes via direct
satellite takes place not only In the broadcasting country but at
the same time In all those countries In which the programme signals
are directly receivable. Consequently. any person Intending to
transmit programmes via a direct satellite would require
authorization not only from right owners In the broadcasting
country but from right owners In all the receiving countr les.
protect authors It Is sometimes proposed that the highest level of
protection available at the time under the copyright system of the
receiving countries should be applied, and sometimes th.at the law
of the receiving countries should be applied only alternatively,
where no, or only Inadequate, protection exists In the broadcasting
country.
For a long time th I s controversy was of theoret lea  nterest on I y.
S I nee the first direct sate III tes have started broadcast I ng - to be
followed by a great many more In the foreseeable future - and since
programmes transmitted via medium-power satellites can be received
directly, the question of the relevant law has assumed central
Importance In the matter of the acquisition of rights. This Is
clear from those judgments which , contrary to the hitherto
prevailing view, accept that copyr Ight In the receiving country for
which a terrestr.lal broadcast was Intended has been Infringed, and
above all from the first-ever decision by a court regarding the
copyrights affected by a dIrect satellite broadcast, I. e. the
Vienna OlG' s ruling that the accummulated copyrights of all
receiving countries were affected (see 3. 7).1.10
1.11
- 8 -
Under the copyright laws of the Member states, authors appear to be
granted the power to communicate protected works to the public not
just terrestrially but via satellite as part of the broadcasting
right. The copyr I ght I aws of France and spa I n conta I n specl fie
provisions concerning the beaming of protected works to a
communications satellite  droit d' lnjectlon) 9 the
United Kingdom, following the 1988 copyright law amendment, also
regards the diffusion of programme signals via communications
satellites, which are "capable of being lawfully received by
members of the public . as broadcasting actlvlty.10 In the other
Member States It Isstlll apparently the position that only
transmission of sIgnals via direct satellIte, but not the
transmission of signals to a communications satellite. constitutes
an act of broadcasting under copyright law. It Is also unclear at
national level whether In the case of diffusion by direct satellite
only copyright In the broadcasting country or the copyrights In all
receivIng countries are affected.
Nel.ghbourlng rights
For historical reasons the protection of neighbouring rights,
under the 1961 Rome Convent Ion for the Protection of Performers,
Producers of Phonograms .and Broadcasting Organizations. Is less
Article 27(3) In conjunction with Article 45(3) of Law No 57-298 of
11 March 1957 on literary and artistic property, as amended by Law
No 85-660 of 3 July 1985.
Article 20(2)(c) In conjunction with Article 36(2) of Law 22/1987 of
11 November 1987 on Inte.llectual property.
10 Section 6(1)(a) and (2) of the Copyright , Designs and Patents Act 1988.9 -
developed. Denmark , Germany, France, the United Kingdom, Italy and
Luxembourg have acceded to the Convent Ion, but not Be Ig lum , GreeCe,
the Netherlands, Spain or Portugal.
Performers are protected , under Article 7(1)(a) of the Rome
Convention , against the broadcasting of their live performances
only. If their performance, hOwever , has been fixed with their
consent on a phonogram . vldeogram or video-phonogram, their consent
Is not required for broadcasting of the fixation. If commercial
phonograms are used for the broadcast either the performer, or the
producer of the phonogram, or both, are at least entitled to
equitable remuneration pursuant to Artl.cle 12. Apart from the fact
that In th Is respect the Rome Convent Ion I.eaves an opt Ion for the
contract Ing States, the right to remunerat Ion can be annulled
either In par t or In fu II by enterl ng an appropr I ate reservat Ion
(Article 16(1)(a)). Thus, Denmark and Italy es8entlal1y exclude
the right to remunerat Ion wi th regard to transm Iss ion for
non-commercial purposeS Only, 11 whereas by contrast , Luxembourg
has entered a reservat Ion wi th regard to the whole of
Article 12.12 Broadcasting organizations are protected, under
Article 13(a) and (b) against the simultaneous use of parts of
their transmissions In primary satellite broadcasts by the right
to authorize rebroadcasting, and from deferred use by the right to
author I ze f I xat Ion of the I r broadcasts.
11 See Copyright 1965, p. 214 (Denmark) and Copyright 1975, p. 44 (Italy).
12 See Copyright 1976, p. 24.- 10 -
13 At national level , however , there are many differences with regard
to ne I ghbour I ng rights.
1.14 Thus, first of all, neighbouring rights have not hitherto been
protected by statute In Belgium, Gre$ce and the Netherlands,
a I thoUgh draft I aws on th I s subject are current I y be Ing discussed
In Belgium and the Netherlands. In the meantime, th$ courts In the
Member States have granted protect Ion to a certain extent on
non-copyr I ght grounds.
15 Where neighbouring rights have been protected by statute performers
can prevent the broadcast of their live performances without their
consent , In accordance with the International protection afforded
by Article 7(1)(a) of the Rome Conv.entlon.13 The draft laws of
Belgium and the Netherlands also confer such a right on
performers. 14 However . the rights which performers and/or
producers of phonograms enjoy as regards direct use for the
broadcast Ing of phonograms published for commercial purposes are
regulated differently. Thus, Luxembourg and Portugal currently
grant neither performers nor phonogram producers Independent
rights with regard to the use of phonograms for broadcasting
purposes. By contrast. the United KIngdom and Ireland refuse
Independent rights
13 ~ 45(1)(b) of Law 158 on Copyright In lIterary and artistic works (Denmark).
~ 76(1) of the Urhebergesetz (UrhG) (Germany); Art Icle 18(1) of Law No  85/660
(France); Section 182(1)(b) of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988
(United Kingdom); Section 5 of the Performers Protectlon Act (Ireland);
Art Ie Ie  80(1)  of Law No 633 on the Protect Ion of copyr Ight and other rights
associated wlth Its exerclse (ltaly); Article 3(1)(a) af the Law on the
Protect Ion of performers, producers of phonograms and broadcast Ing organ I zat Ions
(Luxembourg); Article 178(a) of the Code on copyrIght and related rights
(Portugal); Article  102(1)  of Law 22/1987 (Spain).
14 See Article 51(1) of the draft Law on copyright, Documents du S6nat
No 329-1 (1988) (Belgium), and Article 2(1)(b) of the draft Law on
Neighbouring rights, Second Chamber, 1988-89, 21 244 (Netherlands).- 11 -
regarding the use of phonograms for broadcasting purposes only to
performer$; but I n both these Member States phonogram producers
are entitled under copyright law to authorize the use of
phonograms. 15 On the other hand, In Germany, 16 Denmark
Franceft18 Italy19 and Spaln20 both performers and producers of
phonograms have a right to a share of an additional remuneration
for the broadcasting of phonograms. Comparable rules are also
provided for In the draft laws of Belgium and the Netherlands.
However , the procedures for claiming the remuneration and the
method of allocating remuneration between beneficiaries differ
considerably In detail.
Last I y" broadc.ast I ng organ I zat Ions are protected In a 
Member states which have statutory neighbouring rights or grant
such organizations copyright protection , against the fixation and
the rebroadcasting (see 2. 2 for restrictions thereof) of their
broadcasts.
15 Sect Ion 16(1) (d) and 20(b) of the Copyr Ight ft Designs and Patents Acts
1988 (United Kingdom) and section 17(1) and (4)(b) and (c) 
conjunction with Section 2(3) of the Copyright Act 1963 (Ireland).
16 ~~ 76(2) and 86 UrhG.
17 ~ 47 of Law 158 on Copyright In II terary and arti st I c works..
18 Art Icle 22(2) to (5) of Law No 85-660.
19 Articles 73 and 80(2) of Law No 633 on the Protection of copyright and
other rights relating to Its exercise.
20 Art~cles 103 and 109(1) of Law 22/1987.
21 See Articles 56 and 61 of the draft Law on copyright , Documents du Senat
No 329-1 (1988) (BelgiUm), and Article 6 of the draft Law on
Neighbouring rights, Second Chamber , 1988-89, 244 (Netherlands).
22 See ~ 48(1) of Law 158 of Copyright In literary and artistic works (Denmark);
~ 87(1)(1) and (2) UrhG (Germany); Article 27(1) of Law No 85-660 (France);
Section 16(1)(a) and (d) ln conjunction with Section 17(1) and (4) and
Section 20(c) of the Copyright , Designs and Patents Act 1988 (United Kingdom);
Section 19(1) and (5)(a), (b) and (d) of Copyright Act 1963 (Ireland); Article 79
of Law No 633 on the Protection of copyright and other rights relating to Its
exercise (Italy); Article 10(a) and (b) of the Law on the Protection of
performers, producers of phonograms and broadcasting organizations (Luxembourg);
Article 187(a) and (b) of the Code on Copyright and related rights (Portugal);
Article 116(1)(a) and (b) of Law 22/1987 (Spain).- 12 -
Rights affected by cable retransmission
Copyr I ght
The transmission by cable of a programme broadcast either
terrestrially or via direct broadcasting satellite (for the cable
transmission of programme signals broadcast via telecommunications
satellites, see 2. 1.4) constHutes an Independant act of
broadcasting In accordance with Article 11 bls (2)(11) of the Berne
Convention. This qualification Is valid for both a simultaneous
and unchanged transm I ss Ion of a programme broadcast and a defered
transmission thereof. Where the programme signals from the primary
broadcast are retransmitted via cable networks In a country other
than the primary broadcasting country, the national retransmission
right In each Individual country Is affected by that
retransmission. The only condition Is that the signals are fed
Into the network bya party other than the pr Imary broadcast Ing
organ I :zat Ion.
It has hitherto been argued that In order to qualify as a broadcast
It should comply with an additional criterion, namely that cable
retransm1ssion must reach an additional aud1ence vis-A-vis the
primary broadcast. Retransmission w1th1n the national- 13 -
service area ar even within the direct receptlon area of commercial
broadcaster woUld thus be admissible without the author s renewed
consent and WOUld not give rise to an entitlement to additional
remuneration. The rebroadcasting right 
Article llbls(1)(11) of the Berne Convention just like the
primary broadcasting right In (I) Is subject to the possibilities
of restriction provided for In Article 11bls(2). It can
therefore be made subject to exclusively collective management or
even to a statutory licence.
Under the Member States' copyright  laws, too, cable retransmission
I s sub ject to the author s consent. 23 Denmark has I ntroduced 
statutory licence with respect to the retransmission of domestic
and foreign programmes broadcast terrestrially or via direct
broadcast I ng sate III te. but not via commun I cat Ions satelll te. 24
In the United Kingdom25 - and similarly In Ireland26 - the law
assumes that the cable retransmission of programmes which
23 See !l13 15(2), 20 UrhG (Germany); Article 27 of Law No 57-298, as amended by Law
No 85-660 (France); Section 16(1)(d), 20 in conjunction with Section 7 178 of
the Copyright , Designs and Patents Act 1988 (United Kingdom); Section 8(6)(e) ,
9(7)(d) and 18(4)(d) In conjunction wi th Sect Ion 2(3) Copyr Ight Act 1963
(Ireland); Article 16 of Law No 633 on the Protection of Copyright and other
rights relating to Its exercise (Italy); Article 23(1)(2) of the Copyright Act
of 29 March 1972 (Luxembourg); Article 68(2)(e) In conjunction with
Article 153(3) of the Code on copyright and related rights (Portugal);
Article 17 In conjunction with Article 20(2)(e) of Law  2211987  (Spain).
24 See 13 22(a) and !3 45(2) (compulsory licence for the rebroadcast Ing right of
broadcasting organizations) of Law No 158 on Copyright In literary and artistic
works, and !3 11( a) of Law No 157 on the R I gh t to photogr aphl c Images.
25 Section 73 of the Copyright. Designs and Patents Act 1988.
26 Sect ion 52(3) and (4) of the Copyr Ight Act 1963.- 14 -
network operators are obliged to retransmit under the legislation
governing the media, as well as the retransmission of programmes
within their Intended reception area are classed as primary
broadcasts, and as such do not need the special consent of
right owners. This does not apply to the retransmission of
sate III te broadcasts.
Ne I ghbourl ng rights
By contrast, the Rome Convention does not deal with the
retransmission of primary broadcast signals In an International
context. The rules of the Convention only afford protection against
tne rebroadcasting by wireless means (see Art.lcle 3(0 and (g) not
covering a retransmission by wire. Even If a cable retransmission
should be considered as "communication to the public" within the
mean I ng of t he Rome Convent Ion, the s I mu I taneous, una I tared cab I e
retransmission which Is the only form considered In this discussion
paper would not affect any of the entitlements conferred by the
Rome Convention: Article 7(1)(a) thereof does not protect
performers where communlcat Ion to the pub Ilc uses a performance
that has already been broadcast; the right to remuneration for the
use of phonograms prov.lded for In Article 12 provides that
phonograms sha II be used "dl rect" for broadcast I ng purposes; and
finally, broadcasting organ.lzatlons are protected only against the
retransmission of their broadcasts by wireless means (Article 13(a)
In conjunction with Art.lcle 3(g)).
However , under Article 1(1)(b) of the 1960 European Convention on
the Protection of Television Broadcasts, whose signatories Include
Belgium, Denmark , Germany, France , the United Kingdom and Spain,
broadcasting organizations are also protected against the
retransmission of their broadcasts by wire. The United Kingdom
however, has exc I uded such protect Ion genera II y by enter.1 ng 
reservation; Belgium has excluded the protection only for Belgian
broadcast I ng organ I zat Ions and restr I cted the~ 15 -
protection of foreign broadcasting organizations to 50% of the
week I y broadcast I ng t I me.
Of very minor Importance In this respect Is the 1974 Convention
relating to the distribution of programme-carrying signals
transmitted by satellite, to which of the Member states only
Germany and I ta I y have so far acceded. The Convent Ion prov I des
protection only against unauthorized "tapping " of
programme-carrylhg signals not Intended for reception by the
general public and hence e.ssent lally only against unauthor Ized
recept Ion of po I nt-to-po I nt broadcasts v I a sate III te. Broadcasts
which are transmitted via satellite direct to the public are
specifically excluded from the protection of the Convention under
Article 3.
By contrast, the Member States ' legislation on copyright or
neighbouring rights frequently grants. In this respect. a level of
protection that exceeds the minimum provided for In International
law. Thus, In particular , broadcasting organizations In many
Member states, e.
g. 
Ih Germany, 27 France,28 the
United K.lngdom29 or Spaln30 are protected not only against
wireless retransmission of their broadcasts but as well, 
principle. against any retransmission by wire. As regards
neighbouring rights for performers the disparities are relatively
large:
27 ~ 87(1)(1) In conjunction with
28 Art Icle 27(1) of Law No 85-660
No 57-298 as amended by Law No
29 Sect Ions 16(1) (d) and 20(c) 
1988.
30 Article 116(1)(a) of Law 22/1987.
~ 20 of UrhG.
In conjunction with Article 27 of Law
85-660 .
the Copyright , Designs and Patents Act- 16 -
In certain Member States, such as Germany, 31 France32 or
Spaln, 33 their right also Includes the right to authorize the
retrahsmlsslon of their performance - It Is sometlllles presumed
that such author I zat Ion I s granted when author I tat Ion Is given to
broadcast a performance or fix It on a vldeogram or audlo-
vldeogram - while In other countries, such as recently the
United Kingdom 34 rebroadcasting Is specifically exempt. If a
commercial phonogram Is used for the primary broadcast . the laws
of the Member States frequent Iy also grant performers and/or
producers of phonograms aright to remunerat Ion for the
retrahsmlsslon of that broadcast35 In addition to the minimum
protection In the Rome Convention; the United Kingdom and Ireland
even grant an Independent right to authorize the retransmission of
the broadcast. 36
The dl fferent degree of protect Ion should hardly Influence the
cable retransmission of programmes across borders and can
therefore frolll the point of view of the Community be disregarded
for the purposes of the present object Ives. For the time being,
a harmonization In this field will  not  be proposed.
31 See ~ 76. UrhG.
32 Article 18(1) of Law No 85-660.
33 Article 101(1) of Law 22/1987.
34 See Sections 182 and 183 of the Copyright , Designs and Patents Act 1988.
35 See for Instance, ~!i 76(2) and 86 In conjunction with ~ 20 UrhG
(Germany) or Article 103 In conjunction with Article 20(2)(d) and (8) of
Law 22/1987 (Spa In).
36 Sections 16(1)(d), and 20(b) of the Copyright , Designs and Patents Act
1988 (United Kingdom) and Section 17(1), (4Hb) and (c) In conjunction
with Section 2(3) of the Copyr1ght Act 1963 (Ireland).- 17 -
Economic Interests and rights acquisition In practice
Transmission of programmes via satellite
1.1 The transmission of programmes via satellite, Is a primary
broadcasting activity. The broadcaster Is therefore In a position
to plan the content of his programme In advance, In the same way as
somebody who transmits his programme terrestrially. LIke the
latter. he acquires the necessary rights for this purpose, 
respect of each Individual component that he Intends to Include 
his programme, from the right owners or their successors.
Conditions and remuneration are negotiated separately In each case.
The acquisition of some categories of rights ~ In particular
petits drolts " - for a transmission of programmes via satellite 
facll itated by the fact that such rights are no longer exercised
Individually but collectively by collecting societies. The legal
framework In which collecting societies operate Is very different
in each Member state. To compensate for- their de jure or de facto
monopoly, these societies are sometimes obliged to grant, on
appropriate terms, the rights of use subject to their
management. 37 Sometimes the national rules provide that
contracts concluded by a society represent Ing an adequate number
of right owners of a certain category may also be extended to
outsiders not represented by that soclety.38 From an economic
point of view , the transmJssJon of programmes vlasateJ lite
differs from a conventional , terrrestrial programme transmission
In that It covers the territory of several States.
37 See, for Instance, 9 11(1) of the German Law on the Exercise of copyright and
ne I ghbour I ng rights of 9 September 1965.
38 See g 22(1) of the Danish Law No. 158 on Copyright In literary and artistic
works.- 18 -
To date, a distinction between communications and dIrect satellites
Is st III made In contracts for the acquls I t Ion of the necessary
rights for transmitting programmes vIa satellite.
ContractIng In the case of communlcatlon$ satel\.ltes
In those Member states where, as yet, the transmissIon of protected
works v I a commun I cat Ions sate III te does not as such const I tute a
relevant act of use for copyright purposes (see 2. 4 and 2. 10),
there Is accordingly no need to acquire broadcasting rights.
In France and Spain , which grant an Independent feed- In right
droit d' injectlon ), a person Intending to transmit programmes via
commun I cat Ions sate III te must have the author ' s consent; the
acquisition of this right Is facilItated by a legal presumption to
the effect that a broadcaster who has been granted the right to
broadcast a work terrestrially Is assumed to have equally acquired
the right to broadcast via satellite. Only In the United Kingdom
I s no d I st I nt Ion made between a ter rest r I a I broadcast, a broadcast
via direct broadcasting satellite or via communications satellite.
The broadcaster Is obliged to acquire broadcast I ng r I ghts l n each
of these three s I tuatl ons.
In current contracting practice, this difference Is, at most, of
secondary Importance only. Even where the simple beaming of signals
toa communications satellite Is considered Irrelevant for
copyrIght purposes, a person Intending to transmit a programme via
satellite stili acquires copyright In practice not for the
transmission via satellite but for the subsequent retransmission of
his programme by cable networks, which In Itself constitutes a use
of copyright.- 19 -
According to current contractual practice the satellite broadcaster
acquires the rights to cable retransmission In all those Member
states where his programme Is retransmitted by cable. The
satellite broadcaster only acquires those rights on behalf of the
cable operators, because only they are responsible for the
retransmission under copyright law. However , the position of
network operators In negot lat Ions Is strong enough to refuse to
feed In a programme that has been transmitted via satellite If It
Is not "supplied" free of copyright, see 3. 14 ff.. Mostly, such
contracts Include a clause to the effect that the broadcaster 
ent I tied to transmit the works concerned via communlcat Ions
satellite , but usually exclude the transmIssion of signals for
direct reception; In practice, additional remuneration Is paid for
potential Individual reception, If necessary, even where a
programme Is transmitted via communications satellite. 
addition to negotiating with the owners of the cable rights 
countries receiving the broadcast signals, a person Intending to
transmit a programme via communications satellite may well also
have to negotiate In the broadcastIng country with right owners
oller television, film and reproduction rights. Such contracts
will eventually also grant the necessary right to broadcast the
programme signals via communications satell.lte.
Contracting In the case of direct satellites
As regards the transmission of programmes via direct satellite, no
prevailing c.ontractlng practice has yet emerged, and for two
reasons. First, most such contracts have been negotiated In the
last two years only; second , It Is stili not clear whether a
transmission of protected works via dIrect broadcasting sateJ lite
only affects copyright In the broadcasting country or whether, at
the same time, copyrights In all the receiving countries are1.7
- 20 -
affected and must therefore be acqul red 'by the broadcaster.
all, national broadcasting organizations often argue that the
direct satellite transmlssl.on of programmes must be considered a
pure I Y nat I ona I broadcast, for wh I ch they have a I ready acqu I red the
broadcasting rights under the original broadcasting contract.
Above
From the satellite broadcaster s viewpoint, moreover , a clear
determination of rights necessary for a satellite broadcast has not
-yet- seemed Imperative, since - like the person Intending to
transmit a programme via communications satellite - he has so far
acquired simultaneously cable rights In the Individual receiving
countries. Whenever he acquires such rights from the same right
ownerSfl who procured for him the direct reception broadcasting
right In the country concerned , the remunerat Ion can be calculated
from the number of viewers actually reachable, whether direct or
via c.able. In th Is case a contract must not necessar Ily determine
If a separate broadcasting right for satellite transmission has
been granted, the scope of the contractual authorization being
circumscribed as the right to carry out all broadcasting and
retransmission activIties relating to the transmission Of the
programme via a particular satellite, Including subsequent cable
retransm I ss Ion.
This Is above all the case with "petits drolts, " which as a rule
are managed, both for the primary broadcast and for the cable
retransmission, by the same collecting society. By contrast,
broadcasters, when acquiring natIonal cable rights for
economically more Important film productions, will probably not
always negotiate wIth the same right owners from whom they would
have to acquire the national broadcasting rights for direct
reception. The problem also arises where the programme can be
received direct In a receiving country and the broadcaster Is not
Interested In acquiring cable rights himself.- 21 -
A similar case was dealt with by the Vienna Court of Appeal In Its
judgement of 30 November 1989. A German r Ightholder had asked the
court to confirm that he alone was entitled , on the basis of his
right, to authorlz.e a broadcast by direct broadcasting satellite
from German territory. The Vienna Court of Appeal , like the court
of first Instance however, ruled In favour of the Austr Ian r Ight-
owner In the same work and dismissed the claim of the German rlght-
owner. According to the Court , which applied Austrian law , In the
case of a transmission of protected works via satellite the
copyrights of all the countries " In which the broadcast can
lawful,lybe received" are jointly relevant. As a result, the
German satellite programme supplier must negotiate not only with
the right owner In Germany but also with. the right owner In
Austria; but he may not be sure whether In the opinion of the
courts In the other countries In the footprint he will have to
negotiate with right owners there as well. This uncertainty will
probab I y comp II cate negot I at Ions cons I derab I y.
Even where a broadcaster actua II y wanted to acqu I re the rights In
all receiving countries, however, It would stili be difficult to
decide In whlch countries the programme signals could In fact be
rece I ved direct I  A sate III te broadcast beamed at western Europe
may a I so be rece I vab I e I n eastern Europe and par ts Of Scand I nay I a 
albeit with more expensive aerials. With recent satellite
techno logy, footpr Ints are be com I ng more sharp I Y def I ned, but the
edges are stili blurred. ReceptIon towards the margln requIres
Increasingly large and more powerful aerials. In the- 22 -
cl rcumstances, I t is d I ff I cui t for a broadcaster to determ I ne
exact I y where the pub II c can rece I ve direct and where not.
Furthermore, In countries on the edge of the footprlntfl It may be
possible to receive a broadcast on part of the national territory
only. Accordingly, there are no readily usable criteria for
deciding as regards copyr Ight what should st III be disregarded as
spillover and what Is a significant level of reception. The
discussion of an analogous problem, namely the designation of
direct reception areas of terrestrial transmitters for copyright
purposes, has long and for good reasons been abandoned as
fruitless. Finally, It h.as been suggested that the countries for
which the satellite broadcast was " Intended" should be regarded as
the rece I v I ng countr I es for copyr Ight purposes. There are
two po I nts about such a proposa I: first . a programme fl nanced by
advertising will probably always be directed at those viewers Whom
the advertiser Is keen to reach , Irrespective of where they reside.
Secondly, a programme supplier could probably not accurately
predict which of the many possible criteria - languagefl public
targeted by the commercials, content of news - would be applied by
a court hearing an Infringement claim In one of the many receiving
countr les In order to decide In wh Ich country recept Ion was
" Intended"
Clearly. a person Intending to transmit programmes via satellite
across borders has a considerable Interest In avo.ldlng such
problems and, merely to save time and money, would wish where
possible to negotiate with only one owner of territorial1.10
- 23 -
rights to the components of his programme. There Is another
problem, too. With the conventional transmission of programmes via
communications satellite, and medium-power satellite (regarded as
equivalent to the former for copyr Ight purposes). the only
consequence of a failure of negotiations with one of the
right owners In one of the receiving countries Is that cable
retransmission In that country can no longer take place. In the
case of direct broadcast I ng sate III tes" however. a fa Ilure 
negotiations, with ev.en one of the right owners In one of the
receiving countries, means that the entire satellite transmission
Is obstructed. Thus, where the copyrights of all receiving
countr les are relevant together , only the broadcaster has to bear
the negative consequences of a territorial fragmentation of rights.
Right owners, on the other hand, fear that If only the copyright of
the broadcasting country Is to be relevant, sufficient
consideration will not be given to their protection where the law
of the broadcasting country does not provide, or provides only
Inadequate. protection for certain categories of works which are
protected In the receiving countries. Where there Is no
protection, the transmission via direct satellite from that country
would require neither the consent of right owners nor the payment
Of remuneration. but would lead to a use of the work reserved to
right owners In all the receiving countries. Of course, given the
current situation regarding rights In the Community. this could
only happen In the case of owners of neighbour Ing rights, who to
date enjoy no protect Ion In a number of Member states. Cases where
the level of protection In the broadcasting count ry i s lower may
we II be more numerous. even I f they do not have qui te such eer lous
consequences In pr act Ice. If the law of the broadcasting country
does confer protection In principle, but makes a primary broadcast
via direct satellite subject to a statutory licence.- 24 -
right owners In the entire footprint are prevented from deciding
how the I r works will be exp 10 I ted and s Imp I y rece I ve remunerat Ion
that has been f I xed by the competent author I ty In the broadcast Ing
country. Even If the law Of the broadcasting country were to
confer protection f.or all works, It Is feared that remuneration
could be determined with too much reference to the national
peculiarities In the broadcasting country and too little to the
number of viewers that can actually be reached and the level of
remuneration to be attained In each receiving country for the
corresponding use of the work. In addition to these matters of
common concern to all right owners, there are, depending on the
category and organization of right owners, a number of further
misgivings at the Idea that only the copyr Ight of the broadcast Ing
country might be relevant , e. g. the Interest that every national
collecting society has In retaining parts of Its receipts for
social and cultural contrIbutions.
Retransmission of programmes via cable
Acquisition of retransmission rights for terrestrially broadcast
progr ammes
After , In most cases, several years of no-charge, simultaneous,
unaltered cable retransmission of terrestrially broadcast
programmes, the parties Involved - frequently following
clarification by a court of the Impact on copyright of so
doing - have been prepared In practice. to settle the acquisition
of rights by contract In most Member states.- 25 -
One reason for this Is the general consensus that has since emerged
that the rights to simultaneous, unaltered cable retransmission, on
account of I ts dependence on the pr Imary broadcast, cannot - un II ke
the rights to a pr Imary broadcast I tse I f - be acqu I red by a network
operator on an Individual basis: the network operator cannot
himself determine the content of the programmes which he relays.
Instead, rights are In practice acquired collectively and for a
lump sum. Collectively, because each network operator no longer
deals with Individual right owners but - In accordance with the
CISAC (Confederation lnternatlonale des Socletes d' Auteurs et de
Compos I teurs), EBU (Un Ion Europeenne de Radlod I ffus Ion), F IAPF
(Federat Ion Internat lona Ie des Assoc lat Ions des producteurs de
Films) and F lAD (Federat Ion Internat lona Ie des Assoc I at Ions des
Dlstrlbuteurs de Films) model contract drawn UP In 1981 - with the
three goups of possible right-owners : the broadcasters (who 
general hOld both their own rights and rights ceded to them, In
hoUse productions, commissioned product Ions and co-
productlons), organlzatlons representing the film rights owners
AGICOA and national film collecting socletles- (Association de
Gestlon Internatlonale Collective des Oeuvres Audlovlsuelles)
final Iy collecting societies for other categories of rights.
a lump sum, since retransmission rights are not granted for
Individual works, but for all protected works contained 
and
For
programmes subject to the contract for a spec I fled period.
same applies as regards film works contained In terrestrial
The
programmes.
Right owners are free to determ I ne to wh I ch programmes the
authorization to retransmit shall apply. Hitherto author I zat Ion
has usually covered the retransmission of television and radio
programmes from ne j ghbour Ing count r I es ~ Th I s cannot as such be
considered to prejudice primary television broadcasting In the
neighbouring country. Admittedly, the remuneration which
right owners receive per viewer for primary television broadcast 
in most cases many times higher than the remuneration per reachable
v I ewer for cable retransmission. Since the actual audience- 26 -
for foreign- language films, which cannot be dubbed or given
subtitles In simultaneous, cross-border retransmission" Is very
low, however, the pr I ce secured per viewer actua II Y reached by the
cable retransmission Is virtually the same as that In the case 
the primary television broadcast. Because of the relatively low
audience figure, It will hardly limit the market for a
dubbed/subtitled primary television transmission at all. This
might be different at most where programmes are retransmitted
across borders within a single lingUistic area~ For Instance, the
exclusive exploitation of a film, geographically or over time,
might be affected by cable transm.lsslon In a given country, or, 
particular, existing agreements concerning the deferred
exploHatlon of films might be affected. The parties Involved,
however, Including the owners of film rights, have so far
apparent I y not had any prob I ems In th I s respect.
Appropr late contracts Involving al I groups of right owners
simultaneously (general contracts) have so far been concluded by
the parties Involved In Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands. 
similar agreement has been negot lated In Luxembourg by the parties
Involved, but has not yet been signed by all the cable operators.
Remuneration Is paid either on the basis of the subscription fee
per subscriber (Belglum), 39 possibly also graduated according to
the number of programmes relayed (Netherlands),40 or, on the
argument that the network Is In an Installation and expansion
39 I. e. BFA 436, calculated as 15% of the subscription fee for a maximum of
18 programmes.
40 I. e. HFL 3.07 per subscriber quarter Iy for the relay of up to five foreign
progr ammes, HFL 4.07 for s Ix to ten progr ammes and HFL 5. 17 for more than ten llt
to a max I mum of fifteen programmes. That Dutch programmes are not Inc luded In
working out the remuneration, although the Dutch courts have ruled that the
allocation of remuneration Is also to take account of the protected works
contained In them, Is explained by the compromise reached over relaying within
the same service area.- 27 -
phase, as a lump sum (Germany). 41 In France, however , the
collecting societies, representatives of film rights owners and
some broadcast I ng organ I za t Ions have each cone  udedspec I a I
contracts which provide for remuneration on the basis of the
network operators ' recelpts.42 It Is not certain , however. that
this actuallY covers all the necessary rights for all networks.
Frorn the network operator s viewpoint, at any rate. the lack of a
general contract has the disadvantage that retransmission can begin
only after all the Individual contracts have been concluded and
that only then Is the total amount of the remuneration established
that has to be paid as compensation for the rights. In the
United Kingdom and Ireland, network operators are exempted by law
from obtaining authorization for feeding In most national
programrnes;43 In Ireland , at any rate . some right owners have In
the meantime begun to assert their rights with regard to the
retransml ss Ion under foreign programmes and sue for remunerat Ion of
copyr Ight law.
The contr~ctual acquisition of rights does not exist where the law
provides for a statutory licence. Finally, In Greece, Italy,
Portugal and Spain there Is currently no cable retransmission on a
significant scale.
41 OM 63 million for the per lod 1989-91.
42 In the case of collecting societies. 3. 75% of receipts from subscriptions and
other donations and 4. 75% of the gross receipts from advertising and other
services less a lump-sum deduction for the compensation for use which the cable
operator collects from subscribers on behalf of the Post Authority as the network
carrier.
43 See Section 73 of the Copyright , Designs and Patents Act 1988 and
Section 52(3) and (4) of Ireland' s Copyright Act 1963.- 28 -
Whether or not the cable retransm.lsslon of programmes within the
serv I ce area of the pr Imary terrestr I a I broadcaster I s exempted
from the need to obtain copyright clearance - I's a Question which
continues to be controversial In some Member States. In those
Member States where there are, unlike the United Kingdom and
Ireland , no specific rules, the problem Is only considered when
allocating the remuneration. Individual groups of right owners
behave very differently In thIs respect.
This type of collective acquisition of rights - In the form of a
general contract In most cases - has largely managed to solve the
Initial problems associated with the acquisition of rights to
simultaneous. unaltered cable retransmission of terrestrially
broadcast programmes. Basically, though , two problems stili
remain. which may Jeopardize the retransmission of national
programmes and the cross-border retransmission of programmes from
other Member States.
The first potential threat Is that, when conducting new
negotiations. the parties may not be able to agree In time to
modify or continue the existing contract. This may be the result
differing of opinions as to the amount and composition of the
remuneration or, more recently, as to the Inclusion of new
satellite-broadcast programmes. Thus. In Belgium and the
Netherlands It has so far only been possible to reach agreement on
a one to two-year temporary extension of the original contract.
Moreover . suppliers of new terrestr lally broadcast programmes
somet Imes- 29 -
encounter difficulties In being Included In these general
contracts, which are created by those who are already parties to
them.
Secondly, the Idea underlying general contracts at least Is that
the parties to them should be the owners of' all rlghts~ thus
dispensing with the need for detailed proof of title. Yet network
operators can never be sur.e that outsldars will not claim
Individually a right to authorize the retransmission (the "outsider
problem
). 
Although the right owners party to a contract do
undertake to Indemnify network operators against claims by third
parties whose rights fall within the category of rights managed or
represented by them , such an arrangement gives network operators
partial protection only. For one thing. the Indemnity clause 
limited to the amount which the outsider, had he been represented
- when the contract was cone I uded, cou I d have c I a Imed as his share of
the tota I remunerat Ion under the contract. Whether th I s I $ enough
to COver the damages a network operator may have to pay. p Ius any
legal costs, Is doubtful. Indemnification fJrotects only against
damages claims, and not against Injunctions preventing a
retransmission or criminal sanctions. The network operator 
anyway wholly unprotected against claims by tho.se right owners
whose categor les of rights were not represented by any of tha
groups of right owners Involved In the conciuslon of the contract.
When an action Is brought seeking a restraining action against a
network operator , the operator Is faced -wIth the dilemma of whether
to satisfy the claim and Interrupt the retransmission, to the
annoyance of his subscribers, or Wh.ether to run the risk of
rendering himself liable to damages.- 30 -
A serIes of such cases has been reported In Belglurn and the
Nether lands; act Ions were brought aga I nst network operators among
other things because right owners disputed whether one group of
them had been represented In the negotiation of the general
contract by the other or whether, as outs I ders to the contract,
they had a c I a 1m on the network operator. ' No cases of c I a Ims on
the part of outsiders have been reported so far from the other
Member States.
In view of the outsider problem , It has been found advisable In
several countries. both In and outside the CommunIty, to regulate
the acqUIsitIon of rights In legislatIon. Denmark44 and
Austrla, 45 for Instance, have both Introduced a statutory licence
In order to avoId anticipated negotiatIng difficulties In addition
to the outsIder problem. SwItzerland Is planning to do likewise,
hav I ng hitherto been content to confl ne the coil ect I ve use of
cable retransmission rights to authorIzed collactlngsocletles,
while Norway. Sweden and Finland have excluded Individual claims by
extending by law general agreements with respect to cable
retransmissions to outslders.
44 g 22a and g45(2) (Compulsory licence regardIng the rebroadcast Ing rIghts of
broadcasting organizations) of Law No. 158 on Copyright In literary and artistic
works, and g 11a of Law No. 157 on the Right In photographic Images.
45 gg 59a and b of the Austr Ian Copyr Ight Act.
46 See Article 21 of the Federal Council Bill of 19 June 1989, BBl. 1989 III 616 ff,
47 For details" see Article 20a of the NorwegIan, Article 22d of the SwedIsh and
Article 22a of the Finnish Copyright Acts.- 31 
....
For the same reason , the German Government recent I y proposed that
for the collective management an obligation of retransmission
rlghts by collecting societies should be Introduced.48 Finally,
the International copyright section of the ALAI (Association
Lltteralre et Artlstlque Internatlonale) .has come out In favour of
a framework for the acquisition of rights - either In the form of
an extent Ion of general agreements or In the form of an obligatory
collect Ive management by collect Ing soclet les.
Acquisition of the retransmission rights to programmes broadcast
via satellite
Where programmes broadcast Via satellite are retransmitted over
cable networks It Is necessary to acquire the national cable rights
Irrespective of the copyright arrangements  for  broadcasting the
programme signals via sateLlite: the copyright situation as regards
retransmissIon Is settled by the network operator where the network
Is located. There Is thus no difference In law from the cable
retransmission of terrestrial programmes.
Economically, however, the acquisition of rights has taken a
different course. In contrast to the retransmission of terrestrial
programmes , the cable rights In this case are not usually acquired
by the network operator h Imsel f, but by the sate III te broadcaster.
This form of rIghts acquisition could be described as
sem I-central I zed" Centralized, because the satellite broadcaster
acquIres the cable retransmission rights on behalf of all network
48 See the Report on the effects of the 1985 copyr Ight amendment
7 Ju I Y 1989. Bund~stagsdrucksache 11/4929 , p. 39.
49 See the Amsterdam Resolution of 1982 , Copyright 1982 , p. 318.- 32 -
operators In a country where his programme signals are received;
but only "semi-centralized" since he must negotiate with right
owners In each country separately In which his programme that was
originally broadcast by satellite Is to be retransmitted via cable.
Only In exceptional cases Is acquisition completely centralized
e. the satellite broadcaster negotiates with only one right owner
over a certain category of rights on behalf of all network
operators In all countries In which his programme Is to be
retransmitted via cable. Thus, fn partlcufar the national
societies, which safeguard the rights of phonogram producers, have
entrusted the IFPI (international Federation of the Phonographic
Industry) with the central granting of cable retransmission rights.
The bentral acquisition of cable retransmission rights to films for
which the rights In respect of Individual areas In the footprint
have not yet been granted separately Is conceivable.
Where the acquisition of cable retransmt'sslon rights by the
satel11te broadcaster Is not required by legls1at10n , a~ it Is
the United Kingdom, the current contractual practice of vicarious
acqulslt Ion Is explained by economic reasons. The satellite
broadcaster, In order to sebure the financing of his programme,
must make sure that his programme - and the advertising contained
therein - reaches as wide an audience as possible. Network
operators, on the other hand , will not be Inclined to feed In extra
programmes broadcast by satellite and pitched mostly at specific
aud1ences, If they have to pay h1gher copyr Ight fees than they
already pay for the retransmission of terrestrial programmes (see
4). Broadcasters will want the sate III te programme to reach as
wide an audience as possible for financing reasons, since this
alone will ' Increase his revenue from advertising. On the other
hand network operators are mostly not Inclined to pay higher
copyright fees than they would for retransmitting terrestrial
programmes (see 3. 4)" In order to carry extra programmes
broadcast by satellite and pitched mostly at specific audiences.
In some Member states legislation does not allow for them to pass- 33 -
on thl$ charge to subscr  bers. Furthermore, from an economic
viewpoint, Increased subscription charges may lead to a loss of
subscribers, which could exceed the number of those wanting to
subscribe on account of the Increased supply, particularly since
the feeding of satellite programmes Into networks which are already
fully utilized does not Increase the number of programmes supplied
but at best results In their partlaf substitution.
The current practice of vicarious acquisition may relieve network
operators thernselves frorn negotiating with right owners over rights
that are essential for the cable retransrnlsslon of satellite
broadcast programmes. It Is a riskY undertaking, however , since
the operator Is stili liable under copyright for the retransmission
of programme signals broadcast via satellite. Thus, network
operators have proposed that their liability should at most be
alternative only. Another conceivable arrangement would be to
Include satellite broadcast programmes In general contracts for the
retransmission of terrestrial programmes: as well as ensuring that
cable rights are acquired, this would have the added advantage that
the remuneration for all retransmitted programmes could be
calculated on a unIform basis. So far " D.enrnark has fac III tated the
acquisition of the necessary rights for the cable retransmission of
direct satellite broadcasts by Introducing a statutory Ilcence;
50 ~ 22a of Law 15a on Copyright In literary and artistic works, ~ 11a of
Law 157 on the Rfght In photographic Images.... 34 -
as regards the retransmlss Ion of programmes broadcast from the
United Kingdom via communications or direct broadcasting satellite,
the United Kingdom exempts network operators from copyright Claims
brought by owners of the rights to the retransml tted programmes 
...
with the exception of claims by the broadcaster.
In all other Member states, however, the network operator. as 
already the case with the retransmission of terrestrial programmes,
Is liable to claims by Individual outsiders. The risk of legal
action Is all the greater for him, since It Is not automaticallY
within hJs control whether the satellite broadcaster fulfills his
obligation to acquire all rights and regularly pays the
remuneration due. In particular, the authority given to AGICOA
(Association de Gestlon Internatlonale Collective des Oeuvres
Audlovlsuelles), which manages the cable retransmission rights to
terrestrially broadcast programmes on behalf of a number of film
producers, has so far not s I mu I taneous I Y covered t he cab I 
retransmission rights to programmes broadcast 
Initially by
satellite. These rights stili belong to each Individual producer
or hi ssuccessor and can be exerc I sed by them separate I y.
To sum up, what Is particularly striking Is that there Is stili a
distinction In copyright , based on that In telecommunications law,
between communications and direct satellites. despite the fact that
It Is possible today to get affordable Individual reception from
both types of satellite. Furthermore, there Is great uncertainty
In practice as to the copyright rules which apply to direct
sate III te broadcast I ng. Th Is means that the broadcasting ~f
51 Sect Ion 73 In conjunct Ion wi th Sect Ion 6(1) and (4) of the Copyr Ight,
DesIgns and Patents Act 1988.- 35 -
programmes Is treated differentlY according to the technical means
employed and that direct broadcasting by satellite Is complicated
unnecessar II y.
20 The rights which a network operator must acquire If he wants to
retransmit terrestrial or satellite broadcast programmes
s Imu I taneous I y, una I tered and unabrl dged v I a cab Ie can M because of
the dependence on the primary broadcast , appropriately be acquired
Only for a lump sum through collecting societies. I r respect I ve 
whether the network operator h Imsel f acqUI res such rights or
whether they are a I ready acqu I red by the sate III te broadcaster 
behalf of network operators, as Is most often the case In current
contract 1ng pract Ice with regard to the ~etransm Iss Ion of sate111 te
broadcasts, this acquisition of rights 1$ not complete In all
respects. The occasional attempt Is stili made to assert rights
Individually. Although retransmission rights are now largely
acquired collectively and for a lump sum, this may jeopardize
cross-border broadcasting and, hence, prejudice the achievement of
a European aud lov I sua I area.
Proposed so lut Ions
In this section, proposals are made for solving the copyright problems
associated with two different events: the primary broadcast
transmitted via satelllteM and the retransmission via cable.- 36 -
The broadcast I ng of programmes v I a sate III te
1.1
Granting a broadcasting right for programmes transmitted by
satellite
The tradlt lonal copyright concept of broadcast Ing means the
communlcat Ion of a work to the public. What counts Is simply that
the programme signals are made accessible to the public. The means
used by a broadcasting organization to transmit signals and the
classification In telecommunications law of the respective means of
broadcasting are of no significance as regards copyright.
Of course, broadcasts can always be differentiated according to
whether they are transmitted via satellites operating on
frequencies which under telecommunlcat Ions law allow recept Ion by
the public (direct satellites) or which are reserved for closed
polnt-to-polnt communication (low and medium-power communications
satellites). But because of major changes In satellite and aerial
technology, medium-power satellites can now be used like direct
satellites for direct reception. Even the signals broadcast via
traditional low-power communication satellites have In the meantIme
become directly receIvable at affordableaerla.1 prices. Direct
Individual reception of this kind Is being aimed at by the
broadcasters ' on a w I de sca Ie and I s genera II Y author I zed by
national post and telecommunications authorities.
It would no longer seem Justified, therefore, In either right
owners , broadcasters ' or viewers ' eyes to exclude an activity
wh I ch can be descr I bed as a broadcast I ng process from the
application of copyright simply because It uses technology that was- 37 -
originally reserved under telecommunications law for closed
polnt-to-polnt communication.
For this reason , the broadcasting of programme signals via a
communications satellite should as far as copyright and
ne Ighbour Ing rights are concerned be put on the same foot ing as
broadcast Ing by direct satellite, provided It Is comparable to the
latter In terms of direct reception and the broadcasting of the
programme signals can be regarded as communication to the public.
A coltlmunlcatlon to the public also occurs where the signals are
encrypted and decoders are prov I dedby the broadcaster hi mse I f 
with hiS approval by third parties to the public.. Further, It 
Irrelevant whether the signal Is received by Ind.lvldual or communal
aerial or by a cable operator who then carries out a further
exploitative act, In the form of the subsequent cable
retransmission, that Is as such relevant for copyr Ight purposes.
The solut Ion proposed here guarantees that a programme broadcast by
direct or communications satellite will be treated equally with one
that I s br.oadcast by the trad I t lona I means of Hertz I an waves or
cable.
Such equal treatltlent Improves the protect Ion of right owners at the
same time. Hitherto, these have been specifically granted an
Independent feed-In right (droit d' lnJectlon) In France and Spain
only, and a genuine broadcasting right with regard to the
transmission of their works via communications satellite In the
United Kingdom Only.52 The equal treatment of communications and
direct sate III te broadcast I ng proposed here does not pursue the
Idea of a simple feed-In right , but Is Intended to grant right
See 2. 1 . 10 above.- 38 -
owners the right to communicate their works to the public,
Including In future an Independent broadcast Ing right as regards
the transmission of works via communications satellite. It may be
reserved for the Member states to determine how the right to
broadcast protected works via satellite relates to the tradlt lonal
broadcasting right of transmitting works by wireless means or by
wire, granted by national copyright laws. The question of the
Interpretat Ion of ex 1st Ing contracts In wh Icha "broadcast Ing
right" Is granted In Quite general terms IS not preJudiced by the
eQua I treatment of broadcast Ing protected works and performances
via communications satellite with that via direct satellite
proposed here.
As a result of equal treatment , only such contracts In whiCh a
direct broadcast to the public was previously excluded from the
assignment of rights would In practice have to be clarified; 
would have to be made clear that the right to broadcast via
satellites operating on communications frequencies Includes the
right to make the licensed works available to those who receive the
signals direct. The essentlais remain unchanged by this. as direct
recept Ion Of signa I S em It ted In uncodedunencrypted form v I a
communications satellite Is already authorized by right owners-
aga Inst add It lona I payment where necessary - or at any rate
tolerated.
The re I evant act of broadcast I ng
With the broadcasting of programmes via satellite the Intention 
to communicate protected works to the public In a single act.
Leaving aside the technically necessary modulation, the signals are
conveyed to the pub II c una I teredo The sate III te appears - 39 -
as an extended transmitter In space and consequently simply as one
of the links In the uninterrupted chain of equipment used for the
broadcast.
It seems appropriate to see this as a single broadcasting act for
copyright purposes and not to divide It UP Into several exploiting
operations. But - and this Is something which, In the Commission
view, ought to be made clear - this applies only If the chain of
broadcasting equipment. from the person responsible for the content
and emission of the directly receivable programme signals (the
broadcaster) to the satellite from which the directly receivable
programme-carrying signals are broadcast to the public. 
un Interrupted.
1.10 Accepting the satellite transmission of .programmes as a single
broadcasting act does not mean, however, t.hat activities carried
out pr lor to that act, such as the manufacture of the tape
necessary for the broadcast, would no longer be the subject of
separate copyright assessment. The same applies to those
activities which are carried out following the actual act of
reception, such as the public showing or cable retransmission of
sate III te broadca.st programmes.
1.11 For the rest, the above discussion Is essentially a clarification
of something on which there already seems to be, In 
theory and
pr act Ice, a I arge measure of consensus.
The national copyright relevant to a satellite broadcast
Re levance- 40 -
1.12 Where a programme Is broadcast by a satellite which can be received
directly In several states, as we have already seen In 2. 6 ft.,
It Is not at the present time clear whether for copyright purposes
the broadcast should be said to take place only In the state 
which the programme originates, or whether It should be said to
take place simultaneously wherever the signals can be received
directlY. In other words It Is not settled whether It Is only the
copyr Ight law of the country from which the programme Is broadcast
which IS relevant , or whether the copyright laws of all the
countr les of recept Ion are relevant together.
13 For the sake of clarity In the language used It should be said at
the outset that the question of the  relevant  or  applicable law
addressed here Is concerned only with Identifying the state or
states In wh I ch cross-border broadcast I ng const I tutes use of the
work for copyr Ight purposes, and consequent Iy requires the consent
of the right owner; It Is a substantive Issue to be settled In the
national copyright laws of the Member states. It must be
distinguished from the question of the  applicable law for purposes
of prJvate International law The problem there Is which state
copyright law a national court Is to apply to any case 
Infringement coming before It. In practice the answer to both
quest Ions will freqUent Iy be the same, since In both cases
considerable weight attaches to the place with which the act of use
Is most closely connected. It should be emphasized, however , th.
It .Is the law which Is relevant , In the substantive sense, which 
discussed In this paper, and not the law which Is applicable under
private International law.
14 The legal uncertainty as to whether a broadcaster must acquire
copyright and neighbouring rights for the components In his
programme only In a single state, or In all states In which the- 41 -
signals can be directly received , limits the possibilities for
cross-border broadcasting. As long as there Is even one
Member state which accepts that the broadcasting rights of all
receiving states are relevant at once, the owners of the national
rights of use In other Member States are prevented from themselves
authorizing a broadcast via a satellite whose footprint Includes
that particular Member State. And a broadcaster who has acquired
the relevant right of use In a Member State which takes It that
only one nat lonal law Is relevant can never be certain that he 
not comml tt Ing an Infr Ingement of copyr Ight In one of the states In
Which the broadcast Is received. The Question must therefore be
clarified within the Community, as a matter of urgencYfl In order to
strengthen the single audiovisual area. This Is the more so not
only because direct broadcasting satellites are beginning
operat Ions at the present time but also because under the
arrangement proposed here no d I st I nct Ion I s in future to be made
between communications satellites and direct broacastlng satellites
(see 4. 1 .4) .
1.15 However, to accept that where a programme I s broadcast by sate Ilite
the relevant law Is not Just the law of the country where the
broadcast originates, but rather the laws of all the countries of
recept Ion at once, would have ser lous disadvantages from the point
of view of the Community.
1.16 A person wishing to broadcast a programme by satellite would have
to negotiate separately with the right owners In at I the states
within the footprint. Given the duration of contractsfl which Is
often very short, It would be difficult to coordinate timing.
This could result In doubt and delay, since broadcasting could
begin only once the last contract had been concluded. By then the
time for renewal of the contract which was concluded first might
a I ready- 42 -
be close. And the number of agreements to be concluded separately
would make It difficult to calculate the overall expenditure on the
acquisition of the rights.
I t Is true that In the past a person wishing to broadcast a
programme by satellite already had to negotiate separately with the
right owners In each state. But as he had to acQulr.e only the
nat lonal cable rights  for  the retransmission of a transmission by
communications satellite, which was not Itself considered relevant
for  copyr Ight purposes. the failure of negot lat Ions In anyone
country meant only that cable retransmission could not take place
In that Member state.
If programme transmission by communications satellite and by direct
satellite are placed on the same footing, as proposed here (see
4). the failure of negot lations In even one country would mean
that the satellite broadcast could not take place at all. When
contracts had to be renewed, failure to .secure transfer of rights
even In a single Member state might endanger the cont Inuat Ion of
the whole programme. In view of the enormous Initial Investment by
the broadcaster this Is hard to reconcile with the need to
facilitate Communlty..wlde programme production In a single
audiovisual area.
1.19 A result similar to that which would follow If only one system of
law were to be held relevant could be achieved through an
arrangement whereby the contractual acquisition of rights would be
centralized In all respects.
1 .20 There are rights wh I ch are al ready acqu I red centra II Y under present
practice, In respect of programme transmission by communications
satellite and the subseqUent feeding Into cable. But even If the- 43 -
right owners were prepared to a Ilow the present form of centra 
acquisition of broadcasting rights for all states In the footprint
In respect of transmiSsion by direct broadcasting satellite too,
there would stili not be the legal certainty needed to provide a
sound basis for cross-border broadcasting. Any centralization of
the acquisition of rights on a purely contractual basis would be
seriously damaged If even one national right owners ' assocatlon
were to break ranks. This form of acQuisition Is Indeed conducive
to the establishment of a single aud~ovlsual area, but there Is no
guarantee that It will continue to operate In future. More
Importantly stili , centralized acquisition has so far come to be
the pract Ice In respect only of a few types of right. The main
rights acquired centrally are the rights to musical vldeograms, v.
the IFPI (Internat lonal Federat Ion of the Phonographic Industry) In
London~ even "petits drolts" are not currently acQuired centrally,
although a changeover to central acquisition does appear possible
here within the near future. It Is not to be expected that the
owners for example of film rights. which are fragmented within the
common market, will agree to centralized acquisition without
further ado. But It seems hardly rl9ht to place all the
disadvantages of the present territorial nature of national markets
within the common market on the shoulders of the broadcasters
alone.
For these reasons the Commission favours a solution under which the
copyright law of only a single Member State, rather than the laws
of all states within the footprint , would be relevant to the
transmission of programmes by satellite; this would be In line with
the current state of discussion In the Council of Europe.- 44 -
In the Commission s view, however, such a solut Ion requires that
there be an appropriate level of protection of copyright and
neighbouring rights In every Member State ($ee 4. 33 ff. and
1.50 ft. ), and that contractual transfer of rights remain
possible (see 4. 39 and 4. 40).
23 That only one system of national law should be relevant does hot
after. all mean that rIght owners would be unable to demand fees
correspond I ng to the rea I extent of use of the I r protected works.
From the point of v lew of cOpyr. Ight It would lh any event be more
reasonable to assess broadcasting fees not abstractly on the basis
of territories but rather by reference to the size of the public to
which a protected work Is made accessible, even If this public Is
located partly In other territorIes. Thus under the arrangement
proposed here the broadcaster would have to acquire the rIght of
use for the sate III te broadcast Ing of a work In on I Y one
Member state, but the amount of the fee which a right owner could
demand for the grant of that r Ightwould be calculated not 
reference to the public In that Member State alone but rather by
reference to the number of v I ewers reached or reachab I e In the
whole of the footprint. Right owners who exercised their rights
collect Ively would remain free to take account of the number of
viewers reached or reachable In the Individual Member States In the
footprint, and to see to It that all the national collecting
societies In the 'footprint received a fair share of the fees.- 45 -
1.24 The arrangement proposed would stili permit film right owners to
give broadcasters a contractual undertaking that their entitlement
to broadcast a film will be exclusive for a stated period or a
stated territory or both. A film right owner who In Member State A
has transferred to a broadcaster the right to broadcast a f 11m by
satellite would not thereby be prevented from transferring the
satellite broadcasting rights for the same film In Member State B
too. In line with existing practice he could when he first
transfers the rights to a broadcaster In Member state A st III
undertake not to transfer the sate III te rights In Member State B
for a stated time; this undertakl'1g, however , being subject to the
competition rules. The situation would only become more difficult
where the satelll te rights In the two Member states were no longer
In the same hands. In that case It would theoretically be possible
for each owner of a r Ightof use In anyone Member State to agree
to satellite broadcasting In that Member State, even If the signal
was receivable In other Mernber States, with an adverse effect on
the commercial Interests of the holders of the rights for those
other territories. But It can be expected that these difficulties
will In future be overcome by better contractual coordination of
film exploitation , whiCh will also be conducive to the
establishment of a single audiovisual area. Under the solut Ion
proposed here, In any event, each of the owners would be able
commercially to exploit the right he has been granted for a limited
terr I tory by author I zing sate II i te broadcast; whereas I f the
broadcast I ng rights of a II the rece I v I ng states were to be re levant
the rights existing In those states would prevent him from doing
so.
In effect the solut Ion here proposed should largely sat Isfy the
cent r a I concerns wh I ch have I ed to t he demand tha t t he I aws both of
the broadcast Ing country and of all countr les of recept Ion should- 46 -
be relevant, despite the fact that the two approaches have
different theoretical starting points. Economically, In
particular , right owners would be no worse off under the
arrangel11ent proposed, provided an appropr late minimum level of
protect Ion Is ensUred In .all Member States which allows fees to be
sought on the basis of the total nUl11ber of viewers reachable.
26 Th Is rule that the copyright law of only one Member State Is to be
re.levantmlght perhaps have negative Implications for moral rights.
In particular, It would be conceivable for example that the owners
of rights In a clnematrographlc work would have to accept that a
television version of the flll11 which has been altered In a way
permissible under the law of one Member State might as a result of
a satellite broadcast be received even In those Member states In
which they would be a.ble to Invoke their moral rights In order to
prevent the broadcast of an a I tered vers Ion. Viewers In a
particular Member State would be able to receive versions which had
been altered In a way Incompatible with the law of the State of
recept Ion. Part Icular Instances of such anomalies might be
advertising breaks, colourlzatlon, the Inclusion of TV logos, or
discrepancies In the application of the right to be Identified 
au thor or d I rector.
27 But as all Member States are bound by the Berne Convent Ion, and are
conseQuently reQuired under ArtlcleSbls to protect the right to
claim authorship and the right to object to any modification of the
work prejud I c I a I to the author ' s honour or reputat Ion, the
Commission hopes that such national differences as there are In the
law applicable to moral rights - a particular example being that of- 47 -
the United Kingdom, which does not give a director protection
aga Inst act Ion on the part of tM producer where the latter Is to
be regarded as the author of the work by the operat Ion of
law53 - will not have too damaging an effect on the exercise of
moral rights, at least In pract Ice. If It should In future happen
that a difference In the level of protection does prejudice 
nterests of right owners to too great an extent, a Commun I ty-wl de
harmonization of moral right entitlements would have to be
considered, since under the solution here proposed moral rights
could not be enforced separately In the Individual Member states.
P lace of use
28 Where use Is made of protected works the act of use Is ln principle
governed by the law of that state In which It takes place.
Technically speaking the transmission of directly receivable
programme-bear I ng 13 Igna Is by sate III te takes place In outer space,
which Is outside any national territory. Rather than making
transmission subject to whatever law may be applicable to the
satellite Itself, a more rational solutIon Is to take the preceding
programme transmission to be the act relevant for copyright
purposes. But the transml ss Ion of programmes by sate III te
comp.rlses several separate steps which may take place In different
Member States, Including the decision on the content of the
programme, the decision to send the signal, and the technical
up- link; so that If the law of only one Member State Is to be
53 See section 77 and section 79(3)(b) In conjunction with section 9(2)(a)
of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.4. 1. 30
- 48 -
re levant, I t has to be dec I ded wh I ch of these steps I s to determ I ne
the place of use of the work for copyr Ight purposes.
The definition of the relevant act of broadcasting where programmes
are transmitted by satellite (see 4. 8 ff. ) suggests that the
place of the act relevant for copyr Ight purposes should be the
place where the single act of broadcast Ing or Iglnates, namelY the
p I ace where t he broadcaster car r I es on bus I ness, I n a rea I and
substantial manner; It ls the broadcaster after all who Is
responsible for the content of the directly receivable programme
signals, who undertakes the final packaging process, and who
dec I des that the programme-bear Ing signa I s shoul d be transml tted,
and thus dec I des on the form and extent of the use of protected
works. In effect th.ls point of reference corresponds to that
adopted In the Television Dlrectlve.
It would not be appropriate to regard the place where the signals
are up- linked as decisive from the point of view of copyright.
Apart from the fact that the up- link has no Independent
significance In copyright terms, being merely a technical step In
the relay of programme signals, there are purely practical problems
which could arise. The place of the up- link can be moved to
another Member State with no great difficulty; and It Is
conceivable that parts of a single programme could be transmitted
to the satellite from a transmitter In one Member State and parts
from a transml tter In another. In that case the copyr Ight laws of
more than one Member State would once again be relevant to a single
programme.
54 Article 2(1) of Directive 89/552/EEC, OJ No L 298, 17 October 1989
p. 23 ff.- 49 -
32 This proposed harmonization of national copyright law relating to
satellite broadcasts does not deal with the case that satellite
signals are broadcast by a broadcaster who Is established outside
the Community. This situation will continue to be governed
exclusively by national copyright law. Thus the national copyright
law might select a different point of reference while the
non-Community country does not grant protection equivalent to that
proposed here (see 4. 33 ff. and 4. 50 ff. ) under a treaty or
convent Ion for example.
Appropriate level of protection acquisition of rights
33 If only the law of the Member State In which the broadcaster 
established Is to apply, as proposed here, It must be clear that
that law does In fact confer an appropriate level of protection on
right owners.
1.34 As far as copyright proper Is concerned this should hardly cause a
problem, since all the Member States are countries of the Berne
Union and are thus required by Article 11bls(1)(I) to grant the
right to authorize broadcasting of any work within the definition
In Art Ie Ie 2 of the Convent Ion.
Where film producers for example do not themselves enjoy copyright
In a Member State, they do very generally enjoy the protection at
least of rights transferred to them either contractually or under a
legal presumption. In a number of Member States, while they may
not qualify for copyright, they do hold their own neighbouring
rights. The Commission accordingly takes the view that there Is no
need at the present time to harmonize the rights of film producers.
This would be necessary only If the differences between forms of- 50 -
protect Ion wh I ch ex I st were to have the effect of hinder I ng the
free movement of goods and services In the Community.
1.36 Article 11bls(2) of the Berne Convent Ion does allow the countr les
of the Union to determine the conditions under Which broadcasting
transmission rights may be exercised; they may even Introduce 
statutory licencing system, although along with his moral rights
the author must at least reta In aright to just remunerat Ion.
Failing agreement between the part les, this will be determined by a
competent authority. The countries of the Union are accordingly
entitled to reduce the right to authorize a broadcast to a simple
claim to remunerat Ion.
If only the law of the place of establishment the broadcaster Is to
apply to the broadcast of signals which can be received direct 
throughout the satellite footprint, as Is proposed In 4. 1.12 f1.,
any statutory licence In that country would mean that the right
owners would be unable to prevent their works from being broadcast
by satellite and received d!rectly throughout the Community without
the I r consent.
38 The Commission takes the view that th.ls would encroach much too far
on the ent.ltlements of copyright owners, particularly as direct
broadcasting by satellite represents primary broadcasting, unlike
for example the retransmission of signals where already the primary
broadcast has been subject to the consent of the right owners. 
Is doubtful, too, whether a national statutory licence with such
far-reaching Impllcat Ions Is permitted by the wording and the
spirit of the Berne Convention; Article 11bls(2) of the
Convent Ion states that the effects of such measures are to be
confined to "the countr les where they have been prescribed.- 51 -
In order to prevent the excessive restriction of the entitlements
of the right owners which might otherwise result from the rule that
on I Y the I aw of the establl shment of the broadcaster shou I d be
relevant , as proposed In 4. 12 ff., the Commission considers 
necessary that sate III te broadcast Ing rights should not be
restr Icted by any system of statutory or compulsory licences. But
Member states should be required to forego the discretion left to
them by the Convention . as they are entitled to do under Article 20
of the Convention , only In respect of cross-border satellite
broadcasts where the signals transmitted by satellite are directly
receivable In more than one Member State as outlined In 4.
In such cases the Commission takes the view that the right owners
should be free to exercise their rights on a contractual basis.
Contractual transfer of rights could operate on an Individual
basis, or through a collective agreement , or through the extentloh
of such an agreement to non-represented right owners. Of course
those right owners who were not represented by the collecting
society or authors ' organl~atlon which concluded a collective
contract would be entitled to refuse the extension of the contract
to their rights. The Commission does not consider It necessary to
propose on exception especially for film right owners, as the
possibility of exercising and exploiting a right Individually 
maintained under the solution proposed. given ther Igbt of refusal
which may be exercised If even before a collective agreement 
conc I uded .
Unlike copyright protection , the protection of neighbouring rights,
as provided for with respect to primary broadcasting mainly In the- 52 -
Rome Convent Ion for the Protect Ion of Performers, Producers Of
Phonograms and Broadcasting Organlzat Ions, Is .atpresent subject to
wide var lat Ions between Member States.
Thus there Is no statutory protection of neighbouring rights In
Belgium, Greece or the Netherlands, though legislative proposal.
are under consideration In Belgium and the Netherlands. The courts
In these Member States do enforce some degree Of protect Ion en
grounds other than copyright In the broad sense, but It Is the case
that either not all those entitled to performing rights protection
under the Rome Convent Ion are In fact protected, or the protect Ion
granted does not extend to the broadcast of the I r performances.
43 I n a II Member States wh I ch so far have a statutory system of
protect Ion of performing rights, performers are ent I t led to prevent
the broadcast of their . llve performances, In accordance with
Article 7(1)(a) of the Rome Convention. The draft legislation 
Belgium and the Netherlands would also give performers this
ent I t I ement.
44 But In the case of broadcast of phonograms published for commercial
purposes, the rights which performers and the producers of
phonograms can exercise are regulated differently In these
Member states.
45 Of the Member States wh I ch so far have a statutory system of
protect Ion of performing rights, Luxembourg and Portugal do not at
present grant either performers or the producers of phonograms
Independent rights In respect of the use of phonograms for
broadcast I ng .
46 Ireland and the United Kingdom do not grant an Independent right to
per formers I n respect of the use of phonogr.ams for broadcast I ng
only.- 53 -
Producers of phonograms do have an Independent right to prevent
broadcast I ng In both Member States.
I n Denmark , France, Germany, I ta I y and Spa In, on the other hand,
performers and the producers of phonograms have at least a share In
an extra payment for the broadcast Ing of sound record Ings. The
draft legislation In Belgium and the NetherlandS would Introduce
the same arrangement. However the nature of the c I a 1m and the
apportionment between the right owners differ considerably 
detail. In Spain producers of phonograms also have an Independent
right of authorlzatlon~ In the Netherlands It Is being considered
whether aright of author I zat Ion shoul d be conferred .both on
performers and the producers of phonograms, which then would be
subject to a compulsory licensing system.
Broadcasters do not need any spec I a I protect Ion I n respect of
primary broadcastlng, as they have control over their own primary
broadcasts I n any case. Where broadcasters are protected as such
In the Individual Member states, the right to authorize the
retransmission of their broadcasts provides effective protection
against the unauthorized appropriation of their broadcasts by third
part les.
Under the Rome Convent Ion performers are ent I t led to prevent at
least the broadcast Ing of their live performances
(Article 7(1)(a)). If their performance has been fixed on a
phonogram, vldeogram or In a film with their consent however, no
further authorization Is needed from the performer In order to
broadcast It. I f a phonogram pub II shed for commerc I al purposes Is
used for broadcast Ing ~j ther the performer or the producer of the
phonogram, or both together, have at least a claim to eQuitable- 54 -
renumeratlon (Article 12). Thus the Convention leaves a choice to
be made by the contract Ing states; and states are even free to
exclude any claim to remuneration , In whole or In part. simply by
declaring that they will not apply the provision
(Article 16(1)(a)). Denmark and Italy exclude a claim for
remunerat Ion where the broadcast Is for non-commercial purposes;
Luxembourg has entered a reservat Ion In respect of the whole of
Article 12 of the Convention. The Rome Convention also protects
broadcasters on I y I n respect of the rebroadcast I ng of the I r
broadcasts.
Broadcasters could exploit the present uneven level of protection
In the Member States, and part Icul.ar Iy the lack In some states of
any protection of neighbouring rights, and the differing
ent I t lements of performers and producers of phonograms where
commercial sound recordings are used for broadcasting purposes, by
moving their headquarters to another Member State simply because
the protection of neighbouring rights there Is non-existent or at a
very low level. This would prejudice the Interests of the owner~
of neighbouring rights to too great an extent; and It would distort
compet I t Ion between broadcasters wi th In the Communi ty.
To prevent this the Comml.sslon feels that If only one law Is
relevant to the transmission of programmes by satellite the
protect Ion of performers, producers of phonograms and broadcast Ing
organizations should be harmonized and strengthened within the
Community as far as the objective of the measures proposed In this
paper requ I res It. There wou I d not necessar II y have to be
harmonl zat Ion of a II the ent I t lements conferred under the Rome
Convent Ion, but on I y- 55 -
an obligation of the Member States to grant a minimum level of
protection with regard to primary satellite broadcasts. The
Commission I.s aware that even a very limited harmonization of this
kind must as far as possible take account of the balance of
Interests between the different parties Involved which Is reflected
In each national legal order.
The Cornmlsslon accordingly proposes that those Member States 
which such protection does not yet exist should grant performers at
least the right to prevent live broadcasts of their performances,
In accordance with Article 7(1)(a) of the Rome Convention.
The Commission further proposes that the Member States should at
least grant an ent I tlement to remunerat Ion to perforrners and the
producers of phonograms for the use of phonograrns pub II shed for
commerc I a I purposes I n b~oadcast I ng, I n accordance with Ar tl c Ie 
of the Rome Convent Ion . wi thout the reservat Ion In pr Inclple
permitted by Article 16(1)(a). This claim would then be available
either to the performing artist or to the producer of the phonogram
or to both together. Member States wou I d st III have to dec I de to
whom this claim would be given; whether If only one group had the
clalrn the other should receive a share of the remuneration; and how
to apportion that share, or any fee which under national law was to
be paid Jointly to performers and producers of phonograrns.
To protect broadcasters against unauthor Ized appropr lat Ion of parts
of their broadcasts by other broadcasters who transmit their own
programmes by satellite, Member States should also be required to
protect broadcasters against retransmission and fixation of their
broadcasts, In accordance with Article 13(a) and (b) of the Rome
Convent Ion.- 56 -
Cable retransmission
The retransmission of programmes by cable discussed In this
section differs from transmission by satellite, which was discussed
In section 4. , In that It constitutes a re-broadcast rather than a
pr Imary broadcast of protected works.
The decisive difference Is that In primary broadcasting the
broadcaster decides the timing and content of the programme.
that there will normally be sufficient time available, the
broadcaster can reasonab I Y be expected to secure the rights
the components of a planned programme from the right owners
Individually, In line wi th what was said under 4.1. Only In
Given
to all
respect of some particular types of right, such .as "petits drolts
Is the acquisition of rights facilitated through collective
exercise by collecting societies.
The position Is quite different where an undertaking retransmits
another undertaking s primary broadcast simultaneously and without
alteration or abridgement. ThiS retransmission Is entirely
dependent on the primary transmission. The cable operator can
decide only whether or not he wants to retransmit the pr Imary
broadcast; he has no way of shaping or Influencing the content- 57 -
of the programme. Thl s dependence on the pr Imary broadcast a I so
means that the cab Ie operator does not have long advance not I ce of
the components of the programme, and part Icular Iy of any changes.
Unlike the primary broadcaster, therefore, the cable operator Is
not In a position to take timely steps to ensure that he has the
rights necessary for simultaneous, unaltered and unabridged
retransmission from each Individual right owner. He has very
little time to clarify any disputed points of law; and as a rule he
will be unable to switch to other programmes, for technical reasons
or  on  legal grounds such as a legal obligation to retransmit
programmes In their entirety.
If the position of the retransmission of programmes In the
Community Is to be made safe, this distinction between the
acquisitIon of rights for a primary broadcasting and a
retransmission thereof must be borne In mind. For the sake of
clarity It must be pointed out once again that what follows relates
to the simultaneous, unaltered and unabridged retransmission of
primary broadcasts. Thus It does not apply to caseat In which the
pr t mary broadcast I s changed for examp I e by subt I t II ng ~ dubb I ng 
substitution of advertisements.
Cable retransmission of terrestrial broadcasts
As has already been pointed out In 3. 4, since the appearance of
the "Television without Frontiers" Green Paper In 1984 the two
sides - on the one hand broadcasters, film right owners and owners
of copyright and neighbouring rights and on the other domestic
cable network operators - have Ih many Member states concluded
contracts covering the simultaneous, unaltered cable retransmission- 58 -
of domest Ie and foreign terrestr lal television and radio
programmes.
The contractual arrangements In practice adopted already mean that
with the exception of a few special cases specifically provided for
In the contracts the rights for cable retransmission are no longer
acquired Individually; the nature of simultaneous unaltered cable
retransmission would hardly have permitted otherwise. The
collect Ingsoclet lesparty to these contracts grant the rights on a
lump-sum basis, I. e. for a number of rights In works not
Individually specified. and collectively, I. e. for a number of
right owners not Individually specified. Thus here the,.e I.
collective exercise not only of the "petits drolts" which
traditionally are often exercised In this way through collecting
societies. but also of "grands drolts" and rights 
cinematographic works. The participating broadcasters likewise
dispose of their rights on a lump-sum basis, without distinguishing
particular rights In particular programme components; and several
of them have often designated a single broadcaster to negotiate on
the I r beha If.
The Commission expressly welcomes this development of the practice
of contractual acqUisition. It Is already making a vigoroUs
contribution to the establishment of a European audiovisual area.
The Commission would like to ensure that such contractual
agreements continue, and to facilitate their smooth operation 
practl ce.
But this form of collective acqUisition has a number of weaknesses,
examples of which have been outlined In 3. 7 ff.- 59 -
The main difficulty Is the problem of outsiders. Although all
right owners will frequent Iy be party to the collect Ive agreements,
network operators can never at present rea II y be sure that they
have In fact acquired all the rights they need for simultaneous
unaltered cable retransmission of the terrestrial programmes
designated in the contract. In principle they run the risk that
outsiders may bring act Ions for the prevent Ion of broadca$ts or for
damages, and they have no deta II ed know ledge of the ex I stence of 
extent of any such possible claims. They are also exposed to the
risk of criminal proceedings. Whenever the claim Is made that an
Item should not be retransmitted the network operator Is faced with
a difficult decision with serious repercussions on h.ls subscribers,
namely whether or not to comply and Interrupt his simultaneous
retransml$slon. This Is particularly true of claims put forward at
shor t not Ice, wi th wh I ch many network operators w III I n any case be
unable to comply sufficiently rapidly, If only for technical
reasons. If a network operator Is forced to Interrupt a
retransmission, or jf he Infringes of a rIght, It appears
particularly doubtful whether the Indemnification given him by the
right owners can In fact make up for the damage he suffers. The
Indemnification. after all, will be confined to the amount which
the outsider would have been entitled to receive out of the lump
sum agreed had he been represented. Network operators are
furhtermore completely unprotected against claims from those
categor les of right owners who were not represented at all when the
collective contract was concluded.
A further weakness Is that parties may unreasonably refuse to
negotiate, or withhold agreement to simultaneous, unaltered cable
retransmlssloD, or permit It only on unreasonable conditions, thus
obstruct Ing cross-border programme retransmission.- 60 -
The Commission takes the view that there Is a need for a few
supplementary but nonetheless Important measures Improving and
safeguarding the arrangements for the acquisition of rights In
order to underpin the current pract Ice wi th regard to contracts.
which Is largely satisfactory In Itself. The measures taken should
Interfere as little as po.sslble with existing national rules for
the collect Ive management of copyr Ights.
12 The Commission therefore proposes that the legislation In the
Member States should be harmonized In two respects. Firstly,
cross-border cab Ie retransmlss Ion of terrestr lal programmes shoul 
no longer be at risk from Individual rights Invoked by outsiders
not represented when the co Ilect I ve agreements were conc luded;
secondly, cross-border cable retransmission of terrestrl.
programmes In the Community Should be further promoted by providing
a minimum level of certainty that network operators can In practice
acQu I re the rights they need.
The outsider problem
The outsider problem can be resolved In two ways while stili
leaving the acquisition of rights for simultaneous, unaltered cable
distribution to be governed by contract. One possibility would be
that the authorization to retransmit a protected work by cable, and
thus ultimately the possibility of securing remuneration, could
only be exercised by collecting societies. This would not mean
that the rights In the relevant works would be assigned to the
societies In their entirety, or even transferred to them by law;- 61 -
a requirement that the authorization be exercised by a collecting
society means only that the powers necessary to authorize or
prevent simultaneous, unaltered cable retransmission of protected
works Included In terrestr lal programmes would be granted to
collect Ing societies, act Ing as trustees, by authors and performers
or their successors. The second possibility woUld be to extend
existing collective agreements concluded by users of works with
recognized collect Ing soclet les or organlzat Ions of right owners to
non-represented right owners.
14 The proposal made here that the rights necessary for simultaneous
unaltered cable retransmission should largely be channelled through
the collecting societies (on the precise extent see 4. 20 1f.
below) no longer has to face the object Ion put forward In the
Television with Frontiers" Green Paper of 1984.55 Experience has
shown that ex 1st Ing collect Ing soclet les have been able to manage
cable distribution rights In addition to those they already
protect. In addition, even "grands drolts , which hitherto were
managed on an Individual basls have been entrusted to collect Ing
societies by the right owners ' for purposes of cable
retransmission. Lastly, the owners of film rights themselves have
also recognized the need for collective, lump-sum exploitation 
rights for simultaneous, unaltered cable retransmission; they have
established a scheme operating through AGICOA (Association de
Gestlon Internatlonale Collective des Oeuvres Audlovlsuelles)
55 See In particular loco clt., pp. 318 and 319.- 62 -
and the national fll.m rights management societies, and concluded
the appropriate contracts. Admittedly the acquisition of rights by
way of collect Ive agreements may well have been facilitated by the
present absence of nelghbour Ing rights I.n some of the Member states
having the most households connected to cable.
If the acquisition of rights Is to be channelled through the
collecting societies. regardless of which of the two OPtions
considered here Is selected - I. e. rights to be exercised through a
collect Ing society only or extended collect Ive agreements - there
must be proper management of the retransmlsslon rights of authors
and performers In each category. Provided It Is ensured that the
retransmission rights, whether In the aggregate or separately by
category of work , are In fact managed by at least one
representative collecting society or organization of right owners,
any right owner not part of an organlzat Ion can be treated as an
outsider with a claim for payment on the relevant society.
16 As far as the outsider problem Is concerned both solutions produce
the same result: In both cases the outsider Is no longer free to
exercise his right of authorization Individually against the actual
user of the work. but Is conf I ned to a c I a 1m for remunerat Ion
against the collecting society or organization of right owners.
17 The Commission therefore takes the view that Member states should
remain free to choose between the two solutions available.
directive were to Impose one of the two options It would
unnecessar II y force some of the Member States to give up an
I f the- 63 -
established tradition of collective rights management, at least to
some extent , and to replace I t by another , with no roots I n the I 
own I ega I systems.
18 The other details of the system can also be left to the
Member states. These would Include the conditions for determining
when a collect Ing society or organl~at Ion of right owners can be
said sufficiently to represent the relevant retransmission rights;
procedures for the approval or recognition of collecting societies;
and procedures for the ex tens I on of a co II ectl ve agreement to
outsiders, or for deeming an unrepresented outsider to be a member
of a particular collecting society.
The Commission also considers that In cross-border dealings In
rights any discrepancies between the ranges of rights managed by
different collecting societies can best be handled by the societies
themselves. Where the owners of rights relevant to cable
retransmission have not previously been organl~ed In a
Member state, the channelling of rights ' acquisition proposed here,
whether rights are to be exercised through collecting society only
or whether collect Ive agreements are to be extended , should serve
as an Incent Ive to r Ight-owners to organl~e better, and thus to
manage their Interests more effectively. In any event It can be
expected that wherever cable networks and cable retransmission
exist on any scale either an appropriate collecting societies will
be set up or the existing collecting societies will take on cable
retransmission rights too.
A further Important quest Ion I s whether the solut Ion here proposed
should extend to all right owners, or whether exceptions should be
made for spec I fie groups, such as t he owners of cinema togr aph I c
rights Oi' broadcasters.- 64 -
The Commission considers that this question must be answered by
taking Into account the rationale of the solution suggested. The
guiding principle of that solution Is to Improve the level of legal
certainty for the simultaneous unaltered cable retransmission of
terrestr lal programmes~ which Is to be allowed to proceed
undisturbed and without having to face Individual claims on the
part of outsiders. Cable retransmission permitted by agreements
with organ I zat Ions represent I ng right owners I n return for payment
of a freely negotiated fee, would be able to take place without
hindrance. The solution proposed here ought therefore to cover
any rights whose scope and whose owners the network operators
cannot Identify Individually at the time they conclude the
collective contracts authorizing cable retransmission.
22 That Is the case primarily with the large number of copyright and
neighbouring right owners whose protected works are Included In the
programmes to be retransm I tted.
The Commission feels, however, that the same applies to the owners
of film rights; their number Is large, and at the time the
collective contracts are concluded It Is not yet clear which films
will be retransml tted dur Ing the II fet Ime of the contract. The
Inclusion of the cable retransmission rights for cinematographic
works In the solution here proposed should scarcely affect their
position, If at all; firstly, film right owners by their own choice
already participate In all national agreements on simultaneous
unaltered cable retransmission not Individually but collectively;
secondly, film right owners will already have consented to the
primary broadcast of their works In the Member State In which the
terrestrial broadcast takes place; but above all, the- 65 -
channelling of cable retransmission rights proposed here as a
solution to the outsider problem regulates only the procedure for
the acquisition of rights. whl.le the determination Of the content
of the contracts so concluded remains entirely a matter for the
part les. The Commission therefore sees no reason to leave film
rights outside the solution suggested.
In the case of broadcasters the position Is different. At the time
a collective contract Is concluded the number of broadcasters 
c I ear, and every network operator knows wh I ch programme he 
feeding Into his network. It Is true that despite the presumption
to the contrary accepted by all parties to collective contracts the
broadcasters may not In fact always own all the rights normally
assigned to them In their own product Ions, their commissioned
productions and their coproduct Ions. But If It should happen that
any rights are not In the broadcasters ' hands they could stili be
enforced only by collect I ng soc I et I es, even I f broadcasters
themse I ves were left .outs I de the channe III ng mechan Ism proposed
here. There would thus be no danger to simultaneous unaltered
cable retransmission.
From a Community point of view , then , It Is not absolutely
necessary that the solution proposed should Include rights owned 
broadcasters, whether originally their own or assigned to them.
As far as broadcasters ' rights In their own broadcasts are
concerned, doubts might In any event be ra I sed I n those
Member States wh Ich are party to the European Convent Ion on the
Protection of Television Broadcasts of 22 June 1960 as to whether
an obligation to pass through a collecting society was compatible
with that Convention. The Member States would of course remain
free legitimately to take more far-reaching measures, and- 66 -
might for example want to InclUde broadcasters In a system of
collective management of the rights for simultaneous unaltered
cable retransmission; but In the Commission s view they should not
be ob I .Iged to do so.
A further problem ar Ises where a Member State, such as Denmark at
the present time, has already made the cable retransmission of
foreign terrestrial programmes subject to a statutory licence (on
the exemption of domestic programmes see 4. 27 below). It might
be considered desirable to prohibit statutory licensing uniformly
throughout all Member states, In order to strengthen the position
of authors. But such a statutory licensing system for simultaneous
unaltered cable retransmission of foreign terrestrial programmes
does not stand In the way of the cross-border programme
transmission sought. It It Is likewise conceivable, therefore,
that existing statutory licensing systems could continue In
operation, or that Member States would In principle remain free to
decide whether or not to Introduce statutory liCensing of this
kind.
27 As regards the exemption from copyright liability of simultaneous
unaltered cable retransmission of domestic terrestrial programmes,
or of cable relay within the service area, the Commission does not
see any need for act Ion on the part of the Commun I ty. To dec I are
an exempt Ion for the service area of domest Ic broadcasters would
contr Ibute nothing to the promotion of cross-border programme
transmission. It Is doubtful In any event whether an exemption
for the service area Is admissible under the Berne Convention,
given the claim to remuneration conferred on authors by 11bls(2)
of the Convention, If the retransmission- 67 -
right referred to in Article 11biS(1)(II) ls Interpreted
strictly. In these circumstances, dissimilar treatment of the
service area by domestic broadcasters In the Individual
Member states can be accepted from the point of view of the
Community. But It cannot be accepted that particular Member States
should. within the entire area In which a programme can be received
directly, exempt the cable retransmission of broadcasts by
broadcasters transmitting their programmes across borders, and by
satellite In particular. So broad an exemption would go far beyond
the effects even of a statutory licensing system, since It would
deny right owners a claim to remuneration for cable retransmission
even outside the Member State In which the broadcaster Is
established.
Facilitation of rights acQuisition
28 The Comm I ss Ion takes the approach that the nat lona I ru I es on
collective rights management should not have to be adjusted by more
than what Is absolutely necessary In order to facilitate the
acQUisition of rights. Orderly cable retransmission presupposes
two things: firstly, that the parties should In general be prepared
to negotiate the acQuisition of rights. and secondly that the
prices or rates offered should be neither below value nor
excessive. As a precaution , the Commlssl.on feels there Is a need
for certain minimum back-up measures. Rules differing In form but
with 'the same purpose are to be found In the legislation of a
number of Member States; It will be sufficient to mention the
obligation to negotiate and the establishment of an arbitration- 68 -
body I n Germany56 and Spa I n , 57 the obligation to draw UP tar I ffs
In Luxembourg,58 or the consideration by the Copyright Tribunal In
the United Kingdom of licensing schemes drawn up by collecting
$OC I et I es. 59
Thus If there Is unwillingness to negotiate', which would be
unacceptable particularly where expiring contracts have to be
negotiated afresh , or If no agreement can be reached, the parties
should be able to go to arbitration In good time. The arbitration
body should be able to assist with negotiation, .and If necessary to
put forward Its own non-binding recommendations for an amicable
set t lament. To protect everyone s I nterests the arb  trat Ion body
shou I d be made up of representa t I ves of the groups concerned and
of Independent experts. Member States would remain free to
regulate the other aspects, and particularly the details of
. procedure.
As a coro II ary to the proposed channe Illng of the right to
authorize cable retransmission, by limiting Its exercise to
collecting societies and broadcasters only, there should also be a
measure of supervision In order to ensure that negotiation or
permission for simultaneous unaltered cable retransmission Is not
unreasonably refused and that an offer Is not made on unreasonable
terms. Here aga I n the structure and operat Ion of what I s a
mechan I sm pure I y for check I ng abuse can be  eft to the
56 Articles 11 f1. and 14 ft. of the Copyright Exercise Act of
9 Sep t ember 1965.
57 Articles 142 and 143 of Law 22/1987.
58 Article 3 of the Regulation of 26 October 1972





Member states. Of course the Member States would also remain free
to take measures go I ng beyond the m I n I mum measures proposed here to
safeguard the acquisition of the rights necessary for cable
retransm I ss Ion.
Under the solut Ion proposed the part les would be obliged at least
to begin negotiation on cable retransmission. Failing agreement,
either party could ask the arbitration body to assist. The
Commission takes the view that this, together with the authority
given to the arbitration bOdy to put forward Its own
recommendations for an amicable settlement reflecting usage In the
relevant Member State, wi II produce a satisfactory solution In most
cases. But If arbitration proves fruitless the supervision
mechanism might ultimately have to be brought Into play, to
establish whether the negotl.atlons are being blocked by excessive
demands or conditions which might constitute abuse. Where
collecting societies authorize cable retransmission on the basis of
tariffs drawn up unilaterally, the tariffs could be considered 
order to establish whether there Is any abuse, but not to establish
whether they are appropriate. If desp Ite the I ack of agreement no
unreasonable conduct Is estabj Ished , cable retransmjsslon can not
take p I ace I n the par t I cu I ar case. The right owners cannot be
obliged to authorize cable retransmission In the absence of a
system of compu I sory or statutory II cences.
Nor Is It the Commission s role to decide the conditions under
which cable retransmission Is to be authorized , or what payment may
be appropriate In the particular case In terms of amount or method
of ca I cu I a t Ion - a I ump-sum payment or a payment per cab I e
subscriber , differentiation according to the number of programmes
retransml tted or separate payment for each programme dlstr Ibuted.- 70 -
Cable retransmission of satellite broadcasts
Cross-border broadcasts are In the common market no longer confined
to terrestrial transmission. There Is a steadily growing number of
programmes broadcast by sate III te. Regard less of whether the
broadcaster uses a commun I cat Ions sate III te or a direct
broadcasting satellite. these programmes can be received directly,
for both practical and legal purposes (see 4. 1.4), In exactly the
same way as terrestrial programmes. At times one and the same
programme Is transmitted both terrestrially and by satellite.
the viewer the technical difference between the forms of
transmission Is of no Importance, except perhaps as far as the
different aerials needed are concerned. For the feeding of
cross-border programmes Into cab Ie networks I t makes no difference
to the network operator or to the cable subscriber whether the
signals were Inlt lally transmitted terrestrially or by satellite.
In particular, the c.able network operator s outsider problem Is the
same In both cases; as the user of the work, the network operator
Is responsible for the cable retransmission In copyright law, even
though the cable retransmission rights for p.rogrammes broadcast by
satellite are at present usually acqUired by the broadcaster for
the benefit of the network operators, reflecting the balance of
economic Interest between them. The network operator
responsibility In copyright law Is not affected by the fact that
the broadcasters. who are Indemn1fled by the r1ght owners against
any claims on the part of third parties not represented, themselves
Indemnity In the same manner the cable network operators.71 -
34 The differences In the ways In which rights are acquIred do not in
themselves require harmonization, but like the differences between
the methods of transmissIon of programmes they do not just I fy that
cabla retransmission of programmes broadcast by satellite be
treated dIfferently by the law from the retransmission of
programmes broadcast terrestrially. To try to resolve the outsider
problem for the retransmission of terrestrial programmes alone, and
not at the same time for the retransmIssion of programmes broadcast
by satellite, would lead to the paradoxical situation that the
feeding Into a network. In one and the same place, of signals which
are broadcast both terrestrially and by satellite would or would
not be open to claIms by outsiders depending only on whether the
signals fed In were those from the satellite or those broadcast
terrestrially.
The Commission accordingly proposes that the acquisition of rights
for the cable retransmission of programmes broadcast by satellite
should In order to overcome the outsider problem be channelled 
t h.e same way. Thus the rights required for the cable
retransmission of programmes broadcast by satel lite would In future
also have to be exercised through a collecting society or by the
broadcasters themselves, or , alternatively, existing collective
agreements would have to be extended to non-represented right
owners. Furthermore, the parties woUld have to be able to go to
arbitration here too, and their conduct would have to be subject to
supervision to ensure that It was not abusive. The acquisition of
rights for the cab Ie ret ransml ssl on of sate III te-broadcast
'0\,:., ammes wo0.ld therefore follow the same rules as the acquisition
of rights for the cable retransmission of terrestrial programmes,- 72 -
36 The Commission does not however think there Is a need for more
far-reaching measures, lIke, for example, shifting the
responsibility for cable retransmission In copyright law to the
broadcaster which has been Introduced In the Un.lted Kingdom but not
elsewhere. It Is true that when rights are acquired by the
broadcaster It will usually be very difficult for the network
operator to check whether the broadcaster Who has undertaken to
acquire the cable retransmission rights has In reality done so and
Is making the appropr late payments. But the Commission takes the
view that this can be remedied In practice, for example by the
broadcaster s providing proof that he has Indeed acquired the
relevant rights or that he Is making the payments In good time. .
necessary, the network operators would simply have to acquire the
rights I n the I r own name and seek compensat Ion from the
broadcaster.
37 The solution suggested would not unduly affect the Interests of
right owners In the light of the special ch.aracterlstlcs of
satellite broadcasting above all the fact that a broadcast will
usually be receivable over a large territory, and thus bya large
number of viewers. This also applies to the rights 
cinematographic works; for cable retransmIssion will take place
only In countries for which the owner of the rights In a particular
film has already authorized direct reception, when he consented to
satellite broadcasting. The right owner would remain fr.ee to give
this consent for each film separately In the contracts he
cone I udes .- 73 -
Even I n Member states In wh I ch co II ect I ve agreements for the
acquisition of rights for the satellite broadcasting of protected
works can be extended to non-represented right owners, these right
owners would always .contlnue to be entitled under the Commission
proposal to refuse extension, so that here too consent to the
satellite broadcasting of works would be exercised Individually.
Thus It does not appear that cable retransmission In a Member State
In which signals broadcast by satellite can be received directly
could reduce the scope for exploiting a film , particularly as the
relevant film rights management society would not be under an
obligation to give the consent required for cable retransmission.
Protect Ion of encrypted signals
It follows from what has been said that It may under certain
circumstances be reasonable to encrypt signals, for example In the
case of pay TV , or where the distribution of the signals Is to be
restricted to part Icular parts of the footpr Int. Restr let Ion of
this kind would not become superfluous If the only law relevant 
to be that of the country In which the satellite broadcaster 
established, as proposed In 4. 12 ff.~ for It Is perfectly
possible that for commercial reasons the payment made to the right
owners for such a broadcast may have been calculated on the basis
of only a section of the viewers In the footprint as a whole.1 .
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If encryption Is to be effective, however , both the satell.lte
broadcaster and the owners of rights In the Individual programme
components must be protectedaga I nst the de cod I ng of signa I s us I ng
equipment which was not put Into circulation by the broadcaster
himself or by third parties a.ctlng with his consent.
To date there are two Member States, France and the United Klng.dom,
which have enacted rules on the protection of encrypted programmes.
In other Member States protection Is available under more general
rules, notably those on unfair competition and Telecommunications.
As the problem of protection of encrypted signals surpasses by far
the framework of the measures proposed In the present paper the
Commission envisages to examine this problem In a seperate context.
Summary
Proposals on satellite transmission
Granting of a right for the transmissIon of programmes by satellite
In view of the development of satellite and aerial technology It Is
no longer Justifiable, either from the point of view of right
owners or from that of broadcasters or viewers, that an act which
amounts to broadcasting should be left outsIde the scope of
copyright only because It uses technical facilities which were
originally reserved under communications law for closed
polnt-to-polnt communication.1.2
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The transmission of programmes by direct broadcasting satellite
must be treated In exactly the same way for copyright purposes as
transmission by communlcat Ions satellite.
For purposes of copyright and ne Ighbour Ing rights, therefore, the
broadcast Ing of programme-carrying signals by communlcat Ions
satellite should be made equivalent to direct broadcasting by
satellite, In so far as It Is comparable In terms of direct
receivability such a transmission consequently constitutes a
communication to the public. Communication to the public also
takes place where the signals are encrypted and decoders are made
available to the public either by the broadcaster himself or by
third parties acting with his consent. It Is Irrelevant whether
Individual or communal aerl.als are used for reception , and whether
or not the signals are received by a cable network operator who
then h Imse I f undertakes a further act of use for copyr Ight purposes
by retransmitting them on his network.
The re I evant act of broadcast I ng
When programmes are ~roadcast by satelJlte a single act of
commun I ca tl on of protected works and per formances to t he pub I I c
Intended; and It seems reasonable that for copyright purposes a
sing I e act of broadcast I ng shou I d be cons I dered to take p I ace
whenever there Is an uninterrupted chain of transmission from the
place where decisions are taken on the content and broadcasting of
the programme up to the satellite from which directly receivable
programmes are broadcast to the general public. In the
Commission s view this should be made clear.1.6
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The natIonal copyright relevant to a satellite broadcast
Re levance
It has been unclear hItherto whether the sateJJlte transmission of
programmes which can be received directly In several states Is
subject only to the copyright law of the state In which the
programme originates, or whether It Is subject at one and the same
time to the laws of all those states In which the signals can be
received directly. This uncertainty forms an obstacle to
crosS-border broadcast lng, and jeopard I zes the estab Iishment of a
single audIovIsual area.
If several JurisdIctions are to be relevant at the same time, a
person wishing to transmit a programme by satellite will be able to
beg In on I y when he has acqu I red the appropr I  ter I gh ts from the
right owners for all countrIes of reception, and It Is In any event
very difficult to establish In which countries a direct satellite
broadcast can be said to be recelvable~ the Comm I ss Ion therefore
proposes that where programmes are transmitted by satel I ite the
relevant copyright law should not be the laws of all states in the
satellite footprint together but the law of one state only.
P I ace of use
The rei e~ant state wou I d be the Member State In wh I~h the person
who takes the dec I s Ion on the content of the programme to be
transmitted by satellite, and the decIsion to broadcast It, carries
on bus I ness, I n rea I a rea I and substant I a I manner. Th I s proposed
harmonization of national copyright law relating to satellite
broadcasts does not deal with the case that satellite signals are
broadcast by a broadcaster who Is estab II shed outs I de the
Community. Th.ls slutatlon will continue to be governed exclusively
by national copyright law. Thus the national copyright law might
select a different point of reference while the signals are- 77 -
directly receivable In$lde the Community and the non-Community
country doe$ not grant a minimum .level of protection equivalent to
that proposed here, for examp Ie under a treaty or convent Ion.
Appropriate level of protection acquisition of rights
If only the law of the Member State In which the broadca$ter has
his place of business Is to be relevant, as proPO$ed here, It must
be clear that that law does In fact confer an appropriate level of
protection on right owners.
The Commission therefore consIders It necessary that as far as
cros$-border sate III te broadcasts are concerned the authors
satellIte broadca$tlng rights $hould not be restricted by a sY$tem
of $tatutory or compul$ory licences, which Member State$ are
permitted to Introduce by Article 11bIS(2) of the Berne
Convent Ion. The right owner$ $hould rather be left free to
exercise their rights on a contractual ba$I$. Contractual
acqul$ltlon of rlght$ of thl$ kind could operate through Individual
contract$, through collective contract$, or through an exten$lon of
collective agreement$ to non-repre$ented rlght-owner$. Of cour$e
tho$e right owner$ who were not repre$ented by the collect Ing
$oclety or authors ' organl:zat Ion which concluded a collect Ive
contract would be entitled to refuse the exten$lon of the contract
to their rlght$.
As far a$ neighbouring rights are concerned the Comml$$lon propose$
that those Member States which have not hitherto conferred such
protection should at least entitle performers to prevent- 78 -
live broadcasts  of  their performances by directly receivable
satellites broadcasting across borders. In line with
Article 7(1)(a)  of  the Rome Convention. Member states should also
at least grant a clalrn to equitable remuneration, available either
to the performer or to the producer ofa phonogram, or to both
together, In accordance with Article 12  of  the Convention and
without the reservation In principle permitted by Article 16(1)(a).
The details  of  this claim would be left to Member states to
determine. Lastly, Member States should be required to protect
broadcasters against retransmission and recording  of  their
broadcasts, In accordance with Article 13(a) and (b)  of  the Rome
Convention, In order to ensure that parts  Of  their broadcasts are
not appropriated without authorization by other broadcasters
transmitting their own programmes by satellite.
Cable retransmission  of  programmes
Cable retransmission differs from satellite transmission In that it
constltues not the primary transmission but rather the re-
transmission  of  a primary transmission  of  protected works. The
decisive difference Is that In primary transmission the broadcaster
decides the timing and content  of  the programme, and has sufficient
time to acquire the necessary rights. Where the primary
transmission Is theh retransmitted simultaneously and without
al terat Ion or abr I dgement , t 1m I ng and content are ent I re I y
dependent on the primary broadcast which Is being- 79 -
retransmitted. The cable operator does not have long advance
not! ce of the cornponents of the pr I rnary broadcast , and I s not I n a
position to take timely steps to ensure that he has the rights
required for simultaneous., unaltered and unabridged retransmission
frorn each Individual right owner.
For these reasons the contractual arrangements adopted In pract Ice
have already produced a situation where, with a few exceptions
specifically provided for, the rights for cable retransmission are
no longer acquired Individually. The collecting societies party to
these contracts confer these rights on a lump-sum bas Is, I. e. for a
number of rights In works not Individually specified, and
collectively, I.e. for a number of right owners not Individually
spec I fled.
Nevertheless, cable network operators can never at present be
completely sure that they have in fact acquired all the rights they
need for simultaneous unaltered cable retransmission of the
terrestrial programmes designated In a contract. This leaves them
exposed to the risk of criminal proceedings, and to claims on the
part of outsiders seeking restraining Injunctions or damages. Cable
operators can have no detailed knowledge of the ex Istence or extent
of such claims. In addition, parties may unreasonably refuse to
negotiate, or withhold agreement to simultaneous unaltered cable
retransmission , or permit It only on unreasonable conditions , thus
obstructing the cross-border programme retransmission desired.- 80 -
Cable retransmission of terrestrial programmes
To facilitate cross-border cable retransmission, the Commission
therefore proposes that nat lonal leglslat Ion shoUld be brought more
closely Into line In two respects. Firstly, cross-border cable
retransmission of terrestr lal programmes should no longer be at
risk from Individual rights Invoked by outsiders not represented
when the collective contracts were concluded; secondly.
cross-border cable retransmission of terrestr lal programmes In the
Community should be further promoted by providing a minimum level
of certainty that the cable operators can In practice acQu.lre the
rights required.
The outsider problem
To overcome the outsider problem the Commission accordingly
proposes that the right to authorize a simultaneous, unaltered and
unabridged retransmission could be exercised against a network
operator only by collecting societies or by the primary
broadcaster, or alternatively that existing collective agreements
concluded by users of works with recognized representative
collecting societies or organizations of right owners could be
ex tended to non-represented right owners. I n both cases the
outsider Is no Jonger free to exercise his rJght Jndlvldually
against the actual user of the work, but Is confined to a claim for
remuneration against the collecting society or organization of
right owners.
The choice between these two posslbilitfes. and the other details
of the system, can be left to the Member States. These would- 81 -
Include the procedure for the approval or recognition of collecting
societies; the procedure for the extension of a collective
agreement to outslders~ and the arrangements for deeming an
unrepresented outs I der to be a member of a par t Icu jar co II ect I 
soc I.ety.
Facilitation of rights acquisition
In order as far as possible to facilitate the acquisition of the
rights needed for simultaneous, unaltered and unabridged cable
retransmission of terrestrial programmes, the Commission proposes a
ill In I mum package of back-up measures.
FirstlY, If there Is unwIllingness to negotlBte, which would be
unacceptable particUlarly where expiring contracts have to be
negotiated afresh, or If no agreement can be reached , the parties
should be able to go to arbitration In good time. The arbitration
body should be able to assist with negotiation , and If necessary to
put forward Its own non-binding recommendatl.ons for an amicable
settlement. To protect everyone s Interests the arbitration body
should be made up of representat Ives of the groups concerned and of
Independent experts. Member states would remain free to regulate
the other aspects, and particularly the detBiis of procedure.
Secondly, as a corollary to the channel ling of the right to
authorize cable retransmission, which Is here proposed should be
exerc I sed by broadcasters and co II ect I ng soc I et I es , there shou I d
also be a measure of supervision In order to ensure that
negotiation or permission for simultaneous unaltered cable
retransmissIon Is not unreasonably refused and that an offer Is not- 82 -
made on unreasonable terms. Here again the structure and operation
of what Is a mechanism purely for checking abuse can be left to the
Member States.
Cable retransmission of satellite broadcasts
Although cable retransmission rights for satellite broadcasts and
terrestrial programmes are acquired In different ways, the outsider
problem Is the same In both cases. Cross-border cable
retransmission of satellite broadcasts too should therefore be
facilitated In the Community by providing a minimum level of
certainty that cable network operators can In practice acquire the
necessary rights.
The Commission accordingly proposes that the acquisition of rights
for the cable retransmission of programmes broadC8$t by satellite
should In order to overcome the outsider problem be channelled 
the same way. Thus the rights required for the cable
retransmission of programmes broadcast by satellite would In future
a I so have to be exerc I sed through a co II ect I ng soc I ety or by the
broadcasters themselves, or , alternatively, existing collective
contracts wou I d have to be extended to non-represented right
owners. Furthermore, the parties would have to be able to go to
arbitration here too, and their conduct would have to be subject to
super v I s Ion to ensure that I twas reasonab Ie. The acqu I sit Ion of
rights for the cable retransmission of satellite-broadcast
programmes would therefore follow the same rules as the acquisition
of rights for the cable retransmission of terrestrial programmes.- 83 -
Protect Ion of encrypted signa I s
The encryptIon of cross-border transmissions can be a reasonable
step under certain circumstances, and needs effective protection to
ensure that the signals are not decoded usIng equipment which was
not put Into circulation by the broadcaster himself or by third
parties acting with his consent.
Such protect Ion Is provl ded I n a number of Member States. either
under specific rules or under general law , and particularly
legislation against unfair competition and telecommunications law.
As the problem of protection of encrypted slgnales surpasses by far
the framework of the measures proposed In the present paper the
Commission envisages to examine the problem In a separate context.1. Broadcast i  of  rammes vi a sate II ite
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